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S. C. Indulgent., July 21, 1896.
M ost H o l y F a t h e r ,

The Superior General o f the Congregation o f the Mis
sion and o f the Sisters o f Charity of St. Vincent de Paul,
prostrate at the feet o f Your Holiness, humbly represents
that the Rescript o f the Sacred Congregation o f Indul
gences, dated February 28, 1834, and approving the Sum
mary o f Indulgences granted to the pious Institute o f the
said Sisters o f Charity, concerned France only: Sodaiitati... in Gallia... existenti; he also sets forth that another
Rescript o f the same Congregation, dated March 6, 1834,
and conceding other Indulgences and spiritual favors, ap
plies only to Houses then existing : uniuscujusque domus
I n d u l t u m .—

Indiilgentice hucusque concessce quibusdam domibus Filiarum

Caritatis, lucrandoti conceduntur in perpetuum Sororibus universis ejusdem
Instituti.— S. C. Indulgentiar., 21 Jul. 1896.

Beatissimo Padre,
Il Superiore Generale della Congregazione della Missione e delle Figlie
della Carita di S. Vincenzo di Paoli prostrato ai piedi della S. V., umil
mente espone come il Rescritto della S. Congregazione delle Indulgenze
28 Febbraio 1834, con il quale veniva approvato il Sommario delle Indul
genze concesse al pio Istituto delle dette Figlie della Carita si riferiva alla
sola Francia: Sodalitati...in Gallia... existenti ; e 1’ altro Rescritto della
stessa S. Congregazione 6 Marzo 1834 con il quale si concedevano alterp
Indulgenze e favori spirituali, reguardava solamente le case allora esistenti :
uniuscujusque domus hucusque erectce.—Essendo il pio Istituto delle Figlie
delle Carita in continuo aumento di case in Francia ed in tutte le altre
parti del mondo, V oratore supplica la S. V. affinché voglia benignamente
estendere i due Rescritti a tutte le case della Communita in seguito a fon
darsi. Che...
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without the sending of any Brief.
trary notwithstanding.

All things to the con

Given at Rome, in the office of the Secretary of the said
Congregation, July 21, 1896.
A ., Card.

St e in h u b e r ,

pref,

(In place o f >J< the Seal.)
"f" A., Archb. of Nicopolis. secret.
F A C U L T Y T O T H E M IS S IO N A R IE S
OF

ATTACHING

TO THE

CRUCIFIXES OF THE SISTERS

OF CHARITY, THE PLENARY INDULGENCE FOR THE D Y 
IN G .— S.

C.

OF

INDULGENCES,

AUGUST

4, 1896.

For

ten years.
M

ost

H

F

oly

ath er

,

Prostrate at the feet o f Your Holiness, the Superior Gen
eral o f the Congregation o f the Mission and o f the Sisters
o f Charity states that, by a Rescript o f the Sacred Condis. Praesenti valituro absque ulla Brevis expeditione. Contrariis quibuscuraque non obstantibus.
Datum Romae ex Secretarla ejusdem S. C. die 21 Julii 1896.
A ., Card.

S te in h u b e r ,

Prcef .

(Locus sigilli.)
t A ., Archiep.

N i c o p o lis ,

Secretarius.

--------------------------------- • --------------------------------

Facultas Sacerdotibus Congr. Mission. Benedicendi crucifixos prò Puellis
Cavitatis, cum indulgentia plenaria a moribundis lucranda.— S. C. Indulgent.
4 Aug. 1896. Ad decennium.

Beatissimo Padre,
Il Superiore Generale della Congregazione della Missione e delle Figlie della
Carità prostrato al bacio del S. piede, espone che con Rescritto della S. C. del
le Indulgenze 21 Febbraio 1886, ottenne la facolta di benedire far benedire
dai Sacerdoti della detta Congregacione i Crocifissi da distribuirsi alle Figlie
della Carità coll’ Indulgenza plenaria in articulo mortis estensibile a tutti
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gregation o f Indulgences, under date o f February 27,1886,
he obtained for himself and for the Priests o f the said
Congregation o f the Mission, the power to bless crucifixes,
which are given to the Sisters o f Charity, with Plenary
Indulgence at the article o f death, which Indulgence can
be extended to the dying whom they shall assist. But, the
aforementioned Rescript having reached the term for which
it had been granted, the suppliant humbly petitions for the
extension o f the same faculty. O f which, etc.
— In virtue o f the special powers given by Our Most
Holy Father, Pope Leo X I I I . , the Sacred Congregation
of Indulgences and o f Holy Relics has deigned to grant
the extension petitioned for, during another space o f
ten years, which time is to be reckoned from the date o f
these letters, on condition that the form and tenor o f the
preceding concession be held ; in this sense, that each time,
they may bless as many crucifixes as there are Sisters— as

i moribondi che esse assisteranno. Ora essendo spirato il tempo della du
rata del Rescritto, l’ oratore implora una beniga proroga.
Che della grazia....
Versio latina :

Beatissime Pater, Superior Generalis Congregationis Missionis et Filiarum Caritatis, ad pedes S. V. provolutus, exponit quod, per Rescriptum S.
Congregationis Indulgentiarum datum sub die 27 Februarii 1886, obtinuit
facultatem, prò se et prò Presbyteris dictas Congregationis, benedicendi
Crucifixos, qui dictis Filiabus Caritatis traduntur, cum plenaria indulgen
z a in articulo mortis extensibili omnibus moribundis, quibus ipsae astiterint. Quum autem terminus precitati Rescripti elapsus sit, orator humillime implorat ejusdem facultatis prorogationem.
Quam gratiam, etc.
— Vigore specialium facultatum a Sancissimo D. N. Leone P. X III.
tributarum, S. Congregalo Indulgentiis Sacrisque Reliquiis praeposita
benigne annuit prò petita prorogatione ad aliud decennium a data praesentium computandum, servata forma et tenore praecedentis concessionis ;
ita nimirum ut qualibet vice tot benedicantur Crucifixi quot singulis Sororibus, de quibus inprecibus, traduntur, vel ad earum singulas transmit
tuntur, ita ut unaquaelibet Soror suum proprium retineat Crucifixum
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set forth in the petition— to whom they may be given or
sent, provided that each Sister keep her own crucifix, using
it only in the public hospitals, or elsewhere in favor o f the
faithful Christian sick, who at the point o f death are de
prived o f all other succor of Religion. As to these latter
sick, if, with the heart truly contrite, and moved thereto
by a Christian sentiment, they kiss, or even touch, these
crucifixes presented by the aforementioned Sisters, they can
gain a Plenary Indulgence even at the point o f death. The
present letter will avail without the sending o f any Brief.
And this, all things to the contrary notwithstanding.
Given at Rome, in the office o f the Secretary o f the same
Congregation, August 4, 1896.
A., Card.

St e in h u b e r ,

Pref.

(Place o f Hb the seal.)

-f A., Archbishop o f Nicopolis, Secret
eoque utatur tantum in publicis nosocomiis. vel alibi pro Christi fidelibus
infirmis, qui quocumque alio Religionis auxilio in mortis articulo destituuntur. Hi autem, si vere corde contriti ac christiano affectu hujusmodi
Crucifixos a prgefatis Sororibus porrectos deosculati fuerint, vel etiam tetigerint, plenariam Indulgentiam in ipso mortis articulo consequentur. P re
senti valituro absque ulla Brevis expeditione. Contrariis quibuscumque non
obstan tibus.
Datum Romae ex Secretaria ejusdem S. Congregationis die 4 Aug. 1896.
A., Card.
f A., Archiep.
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FRANCE.
P A R IS .

THE CORONATION OF THE IMMACULATE VIRGIN
OP THE MIRACULOUS MEDAIj.

The Pontifical Brief by which Our Holy Father, Pope
Leo X I I I . , has deigned in terms full of benevolence for
the family o f St. Vincent, to decree the Coronation o f the
Virgin, so universally, known and implored, “ of the M ir
aculous Medal,” has already been published in the Annals.
Our Holy Father has designated His Eminence the Car
dinal Archbishop o f Paris, to perform in his name this so
lemn act.
W e now add the petition addressed by the Very Rev.
Superior General to the Holy Father to solicit this favor.

Paris , Feb. 11, 1896.
M ost H o l y F a t h e r ,

Humbly prostrate at the feet o f Your Holiness, I come
to solicit a favor which would be specially dear to the
family o f St. Vincent de Paul, and which, I doubt not,
would at the same time contribute to increase among all
the faithful, piety towards the Immaculate Virgin Mother
o f G od . This favor is that o f crowning in the name of
Y our Holiness the sacred image o f M a r y , called Virgin
o f the Miraculous Medal, as she is represented upon the
holy Medal, now spread and known throughout the Cath
olic universe.
The motives for the petition for this signal favor are:
1. That this holy image o f the Miraculous Medal has an
exceptional popularity. Since the Apparition which took
place in 1830, and in which the Blessed Virgin, gave to
an humble novice o f the Sisters o f Charity, the mission of
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having this holy image struck, the Miraculous Medal has
been accepted and propagated by the piety o f the faithful
with so great eagerness that it has become known to every
Christian, young, or old, man o f the world, or cloistered
Religious, and is usually worn with love by all.
2. The countless marvels wrought through the instru
mentality o f this holy image, seem also to claim the glory
o f a Coronation. Such indeed were these marvels, that the
name of Miraculous Medal has become the proper and
special title o f this image o f M a r y . Everywhere, strik
ing miracles have been wrought, o f which, the city o f Rome,
immovable Seat o f the Vicar o f J esus C h r is t , has been
a witness, notably by the celebrated conversion o f Ratisbonne, the Jew, brought to the Catholic faith by the A p 
parition o f the Virgin o f the Miraculous Medal, in the
Church o f St. Andre dette Fratte.
3. The favors granted by the Holy See would seem
thus to find their completion. Indeed, besides the Indul
gences granted to those who wear the Miraculous Medal
and who repeat the invocation engraven thereon: “ O M a r y
conceived without sin, pray for us who have recourse to
thee,” the Holy See has deigned to grant an Office and
Mass proper, to honor the Manifestation o f the Virgin o f
the Miraculous Medal, on the anniversary o f her Appari
tion, November 27th; many dioceses and Religious Com
munities have adopted and celebrate this Feast.
Urged by these considerations, and recalling the special
benevolence testified by Your Holiness, towards myself, as
well as towards the double Family o f St. Vincent de Paul,
I dare entreat you, Most Holy Father, to fill up thé meas
ure o f your goodness by a decree for the Coronation o f the
Statue o f the Virgin o f the Miraculous Medal, erected on
the spot where the Apparition took place, in the Chapel o f
the Mother-House o f the Sisters o f Charity at Paris, and
to be pleased to delegate His Eminence, the Cardinal
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Archbishop o f Paris, to perform in your name, Most H oly
Father, this august function in honor of M a r y Immacu
late and to the great consolation of our hearts.
Prostrate at your feet, I am, with sentiments of the
most profound filial respect,
Most Holy Father,
O f Y our Holiness,
The most humble and obedient Son,
A . F i a t , Superior General.
*
* *
His Eminence, the Cardinal Archbishop o f Paris has
been pleased to accept the mission confided to him by the
H oly Father, and has appointed July 26th, last day of the
Octave o f the Feast o f St. Vincent de Paul, for the solem
nity of the Coronation.
The following are the liturgical prayers for the ceremony
o f the Coronation which will take place at the Pontifical
R IT E
FOR THE CORONATION OF A STATUE OF THE
BLESSED VIRGIN M ARY.

The Bishop vested in white cope and wearing all his
Pontifical ornaments, turns towards the Crown placed upon
the Altar; he blesses it, saying:
We fly to thy patronage, 0 Holy
Mother of God. Despise not our pe
titions in our necessities: but, deliver
us from all dangers, 0 ever glorious
and blessed V irgin !
V. Our help is in the name of the

Lord.
R . Who made Heaven and earth.
V. The Lord be with you.
R . And with thy spirit.
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LET US PRAY.

Omnipotent and Eternal G o d , who
in Thy merciful Providence hast
•drawn all thing« out of nothing,
deign to bless and sanctify this
Crown, destined to adorn the Holy
Image of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
We humbly beseech Thee through
J e s u s C h r i s t Our Lord.
R . Amen,

353
OREMUS.

Omnipotens Sempiterne Deus, cujus clementissima
dispensatione
cuncta creata sunt ex nihilo, Majestatena tuam supplices deprecamur :
ut hanc. Coronam prò ornatu Sacræ
Imaginis Beatissima? Virginis Mariæ
fabricatam, bene ^ dicere et sancti
ficare digneris. Per Christum
Dominum nostrum. R. Amen.

After these prayers, the Bishop sprinkles with holy water
and incenses the Crown; then, kneeling at the foot of the
Altar, he intones the anthem: Regina Cadi, which is contin
ued by the choir. When the anthem, is finished, the Bishop
wearing the mitre. ascends the steps leading to the statue.
There he unveils the Crown, and places it upon the head of
the Blessed Virgin, saying:
Even as thou art crowned by our
hands on earth, so may we merit to
be crowned with glory and honor, in
Heaven, by J e s u s C h r i s t thy Son.

Sicuti permanusnostras coronaris
in terris, ita et per Tea Jesu Christo
Filio Tuo gloria, atque honore coronari mereamur in Ccelis.

The Bishop then returns to the foot of the Altar, whence
he incenses the crowned statue. Afterwords he adds :
V. A crown of gold glitters upon

her brow.
R . She is marked with the Seal of
Sanctity; she is resplendent with
glory and honor; she is the work of
Omnipotence.

V. Corona aurea super caput ejus.
R . Expressa signo sanctitatis,

gloria honoris et opus fortitudinis.
V. Coronasti Earn, Domine.
R . Et constituisti Earn, super
opera manuum tuarum.

V. Thou hast crowned her, 0 Lord !
R . Thou hast placed her above all

Thy works.
LET US PRAY.

OREMUS

0 Father of mercy, through the
intercession of the Mother of Thy
only Son, Our Lord J e s u s C h r i s t ,
who, for the salvation of mankind,
was pleased to become incarnate,
without injury to the purity of the
Virgin Mary, we beseech Thee to
grant, through the intercession of

Prsesta, misericors Pater, per in*
vocationem Genitricis unigeniti Filii
Tui Domini nostri Jesu-Christi,
quem prò salute generis humani in
tegri tate Virginis, Marise servata,
carriem sumere voluisti, quatenus
precibus ejusdem sacratissimae Vir
ginis, quicumque eamdem miseri-
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this same Blessed Virgin, that all
those who kneel as humble suppliants
before this Image, this Queen of
Mercy, our Sovereign, so ineffably
benign, may be delivered from all
dangers; in the sight of Thy divine
Majesty may they obtain pardon for
the evil they have done and the good
which they have omitted j that they
may merit to obtain in time, the
graces they need, and in Eternity, to
rejoice with Thy elect in eternal sal
vation. Through the same C h r i s t ,
Our Lord.
R . Amen.

cordiae Reginam, et gratiosissimam
Dominam nostram coram hac imagine suppliciter honorare studuerint; et de instantibus periculis eruantur.etinconspectu divinseMajestati»
suae de commissis et omissis veniam
impetrent, ac mereantur in prsesenti
gratiam, quam desiderant adipisci,
et in futuro perpetua salvatione cum
electis tuis valeant gratulari. Per
eumdem Christum Dominum nostrum.
R. Amen.

After the Pontifical Mass, the Indulgences granted for the
occasion are announced.
At the close of the festivities which celebrate the Corona
tion, the Te Deum is solemnly chanted.
*
* *
Mgr. Pagis, Bishop o f Verdun, will deliver the dis
course on the Coronation o f the Statue o f the Virgin Im 
maculate.
R E A D IN G S F O R FE A STS.U )

THE MIRACULOUS MEDAL
OF THE IMMACULATE VIRGIN MARY.

Feast, November 27th.
INSTRUMENTS OF THE DIVINE PRODIGIES.

From all time, G od has made use o f sensible objects for
the prodigies which He wishes to operate. Under the Old
(1). At the approach of the solemnities of the Coronation of the Virgin
of the Miraculous Medal, it would seem that the remembrance of the mar
vels of the Apparition and the miracles of the holy Medal must be suffi-
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Law, the Brazen Serpent in the desert healed the Hebrews.
Later, how many miracles have been wrought through the
instrumentality of the sacred Wood of the Cross! In our
day, it has pleased the Almighty to multiply miracles
through
the medium o f the Medal o f the Blessed Virgin,
o
o
7
revealed in 1830; from which date, devotion to the Medal
has spread throughout the Church. It might be said that
this Medal is now worn by the priest, and by the soldier; it
rests upon the heart o f the child, the youth, and the aged;
the Religious consecrated to G o d cherishes it with love;
oftentimes, the man o f the world receives it from a hand
respected and loved, and even should he have strayed from
the practice o f his religious duties, he still bears it about
his person, as a witness o f his faith and a pledge o f his hope.
The numberless graces obtained through this Medal of
the Blessed Virgin, the cures and conversions, have attached
to it the name o f miraculous Medal, and the Church has
consecrated this decision in the title o f the liturgical Office,
which she has appointed for the anniversary o f the Mani
festation made by Heaven o f this marvelous symbol, on
the 27th o f November.
W e give the history o f this Apparition:
THE LUMINOUS NIGHT.

As the Almighty formerly revealed the holy Scapular
to a Religious o f Mt. Carmel, St. Simon Stock; as the de
votion o f the Rosary was revealed to St Dominic, so also*
cient to augment in all hearts, sentiments o f piety and gratitude towards
the Immaculate Virgin.
We have already published in the Annals a series of readings for Feasts,
For March 15th:

Venerable Louise de Marillac; Vol. II. p. 445.

For the Second Sunday after Easter :
St. Vincent; Vol. III. p. 160.

The Translation o f the Relics o f

For July 19th: St. Vincent de P a u l; Vol. I. p. 118.
For July 26th : The Scapular o f the Passion, Vol. HI. p. 419.
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in our time, was the miraculous Medal manifested to a Sis
ter o f Charity of St. Vincent de Paul.
This manifestation occurred in 1830. At this epoch,
there was in the Novitiate o f the Sisters o f St. Vincent
de Paul, Rue du Bac, No. 140, at Paris, a pious young
girl, named Catherine Labouré. She was always timid in
disposition; o f a remarkable piety, of a serious turn o f
mind, always evincing sound judgment, as is usually found
to be the case, among industrious Christian families form
ing part o f the country people.
There was nothing to distinguish the humble novice
from those around her save, perhaps, her more perfect reg
ularity, her docility, and her union with G o d . Like her
companions, she took her repose in a large dormitory, and
was there awakened one night, by these words littered in
a voice most sweet and penetrating :
“ Arise.”
What followed then, seemed like an echo o f the myste
rious narrations of the Acts of the Apostles, when the An
gel appeared to St. Peter amid the darkness o f his prison,
striking him on the side and saying: “ Gird thyself, cast
thy garments about thee, and follow m e;” and, say the
Acts, unperceived by the guards, the Apostle followed his
guide, the gates o f the prison opening o f themselves. St.
Peter and his Angel passed out; the Apostle, thus set at
liberty, found himself in the midst o f the brethren who,
recovering from their astonishment, began to magnify
the Lord.
Now, during the night already mentioned, thrice did the
Angel call the young novice by her name; it was then
half-past eleven o’clock. On opening her eyes, the novice
perceives beside her bed a child of ravishing beauty, four
or five years o f age, dressed in white, and enveloped in
the radiant light beaming from his fair hair and noble per
son. “ Come,” said he in a melodious voice, “ come to the
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chapel, the Blessed Virgin is waiting for you.” But,
thought Sister Catherine to herself: “ I f I get up, I shall
be heard and discovered.” — “ Do not be afraid,” said the
child, answering her thought, “ It is half-past eleven, every
body is asleep, and I shall accompany you.”
A t these words, unable to resist the invitation o f her
amiable guide, Sister Catherine rose, dressed hastily, and
followed the child, who walked always at her left, “ diffu
sing gleams o f light wherever he passed;” and everywhere
along their path, to the Sister’s great amazement, she finds
the lamps lighted. Her surprise redoubles on seeing the
door open at the child’s touch, and on finding the Altar re
splendent with lights, “ reminding her,” she said, “ o f the
midnight Mass.”
The child conducts her into the Sanctuary; here she
kneels, whilst her celestial guide remains standing, a little
behind, at her left.
V ery soon the child says to her: “ There is the Blessed
V ir g in !” A t that instant a lady o f wonderful beauty en
ters the Sanctuary. Her robe is o f spotless white, her veil
o f blue. Sister Catherine struggles for a moment with in
terior doubt, then all hesitation vanishes and, following
only the impulse o f her heart, she casts herself at the
Blessed V irgin’s feet.
“ A t this moment,” said she, “ I felt the sweetest emotion
o f my life; no words could express it. The Blessed Virgin
told me how I must act in all my trials; and pointing
with her left hand to the foot o f the Altar, she told me it
was there I must come to pour out my heart; adding that
there I would receive all needful consolation. Then, she
p
'
,
'
also said to me: “ M y child, I am going to charge you
“ with a Mission, you will suffer many trials on account o f
“ it; but you will surmount them, knowing that you endure
“ them for the glory o f the good G od . Y ou will be con
tradicted, but do not fear, you will be sustained by grace;
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“ tell all that passes within you with simplicity and confi
d e n c e to him who is charged with the care of your soul.”
“ I could not sa y /7 continues the Sister, “ how long 1 re
mained with the Blessed V irgin ; I only know that after
talking with me a long time she disappeared, like a shad
ow that vanishes.
“ On rising from her knees, Sister Catherine perceived
the child just where she had left him to cast herself at the
Blessed V irgin7» feet. He said: “ She has gone;77 and, all
resplendent with light as before, he stationed himself at
her left hand, and conducted her back to the dormitory,
in the same way that he had brought her, shedding
around him a heavenly light.
“ I believe, “ continues the Sister, that this child was my
Guardian A ngel; because I had often fervently entreated
him to procure me the favor o f seeing the Blessed V irgin...
Returned to bed, I heard the clock strike two, and I could
sleep no more.77
THE VISION o r THE MIRACULOUS MEDAL.

The above narration was but a part of Sister Catherine’s
Mission; or rather it was only a preparation for that which,
as a pledge o f the tenderness o f the Immaculate M a r y for
the human race, wras to be entrusted to this chosen soul.
Here is the account o f the Apparition o f November 27,
.1830, taken from the statement of Father Aladel, Director
o f the pious novice; this statement was made to the Pro
moter o f the diocese of Paris, and we find it inserted in
the process-verbal of the Inquiry, under date of February
16, 1836.
“ At half-past five in the evening, whilst the Sisters
were in the chapel at their meditation, the Blessed V ir 
gin appeared to the young Sister, as if in an oval picture;
she was standing on a globe, only one-half o f which was vis
ible; she was clothed in a white robe and a mantle o f shin
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ing blue, having her hands covered, as it were, with dia
monds, whence emanated luminous rays falling upon the
earth, but more abundantly upon one portion o f it.”
“ A voice seemed to say: “ These rays are symbolic o f
the graces M a r y obtains for men; and the point upon
which they fall most abundantly is France.” Around the
picture, written in golden letters, were these words: 0
Mary, conceived without sin, •pray fo r us who have recourse
to thee! ” This prayer, traced in a semi-circle, began at the
Blessed Virgin’s right hand. The reverse o f the picture
bore the letter M . surmounted by a cross, having a bar
at its base, and beneath the monogram o f M a r y , were the
Hearts o f J esus and M a r y ; the first, encircled with a
crown o f thorns, and the other transpierced with a sword.
Then she seemed to hear these words: “ Have a Medal
struck after this model ; those who wear it indulgenced and
repeat this prayer with devotion, will enjoy in a special
manner the protection o f the Mother o f G o d .” At that
instant, the vision disappeared.
Sister Catherine Labouré died at Paris, in the odor of
sanctity, December 31, 1876.
MARVELOUS CIRCULATION OF TH E M EDAL.

Immediately after being struck, the Medal began to be
propagated, especially among the Sisters o f Charity who,
having some acquaintance with its origin, wore it with
great confidence. Almost immediately they were distrib
uted among the sick ; many soon experienced the efficacy
o f the blessed symbol. Cures and conversions as sudden
as unexpected were wrought at Paris, as well as in the
neighboring dioceses; then, from every direction came the
demand for the “ Miraculous Medal, the Medal which
cures.” Virtuous mothers gave them to their children,
and the joy with which they were received and treasured
2
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proved how precious they were to those innocent hearts.
Wherever they were introduced, pious persons hastened to
procure them. In some cities, they were worn as a sort o f
talisman by all the youth o f either sex. In several coun
tries whole parishes addressed petitions for them to the
pastors, and at Paris, an officer purchased sixty for as
many officers who were desirous to have them. Priests
filled with the spirit o f G o d bore testimony in writing to
the fact that in the country as well as in the city, fervor
was reanimated; and that all, without, exception, who wore
the Medal experienced its salutary effects.
Mgr. de Quelen, Archbishop o f Paris, repeatedly de
clared that he had himself presented this Medal to a num
ber o f sick of all classes, with whom his great charity brought
him in contact and that, in no single case had its efficacy
been known to fail. These blessed results he published in
a Circular, December 15, 1836, on occasion o f the conse
cration of the parish church o f Notre Dame de Lorette, at
Paris. “ It is,” wrote he, “ a fact to which we eagerly testi
fy, and we desire that our testimony reach even the most
remote corners of the Catholic world ; in our diocese, as
time progresses, this devotion becomes more and more
deeply rooted; signal graces, favors o f cures and conver
sions seem to multiply among us, in proportion to the fer
vor with which the faithful implore the tender pity o f
Mary, conceived without sin.v
W e exhort the faithful, adds he in the beginning o f this
Circular, to wear on their person, the Medal struck a few
years ago in honor o f the Blessed Virgin, and to repeat
frequently this prayer inscribed around the image: 0 Mary,
conceived without sin, pray fo r us ivho have recourse to thee.
Not in France alone were we forced to admire the propa
gation of the Medal; it spread rapidly and extensively
throughout Switzerland, Piedmont, Italy, Spain, Belgium,
Eogland, America, in the Levant, and even in China. It
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is also said that as soon as it was heard o f at Naples, the
Metropolitan Chapter sent for some to one o f the establish
ments o f the Missionaries o f St. Vincent de Paul in that
eity, that the king had silver Medals struck for all the
royal family and the court; and he caused a million to be
distributed during the cholera— that the Virgin o f the
Miraculous Medal is venerated in almost every house, and
in several churches the picture may be seen. A t Rome, the
Superior Generals o f religious Orders were most, eager to
circulate it, and the Sovereign Pontiff himself placed it at
the foot o f his crucifix.
THE MIRACULOUS CONVERSION OF MR. ALPHONSE

RAT-

ISBONNE, A CONFIRMATION OF THE H EAVEN LY
ORIGIN OF THE MEDAL.

When the Lord gave Moses a mission to His people,
the great Lawgiver hesitated, saying: “ They will not be
lieve me,” Sister Catherine had said to the Blessed Virgin:
“ But they will have no faith in my w ords!” __“ Obey al
ways,” the Mother o f G od had replied. The mission o f
Moses was confirmed by these miracles wrought through the
miraculous R od ; so, in like manner, did Heaven by incon
testable prodigies confirm the vision o f the humble Daugh
ter o f St. Vincent de Paul.
W e shall cite one fact which has been examined and ju 
ridically declared miraculous by the Church: that o f the
conversion o f Mr. Alphonse Ratisbonne, at Rome, in 1842.
Alphonse Ratisbonne was a Jew; he had traveled a
great deal both for diversion and improvement; at Rome,
he made the acquaintance o f a Catholic layman, Mr. de
Bussière. After a religious discussion, the latter with al
most rash persistency, had forced upon his new friend a
miraculous Medal, extorting from him a prayer to the
Blessed V irgin ; but the young Jew in no wise felt his at
tachment to his old religion shaken.
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A few days later, on Thursday, January 20, 1842, about
1 p. m., Mr. de Bussiere was about to enter the Church o f
St. Andre delle Fratte, to direct some preparations for the
obsequies o f Mr. de la Ferronnays, to take place on the
following day, when he met Mr. Ratisbonne. lh e two
friends entered together, when Mr. de Bussiere begged his
companion to wait a moment, whilst he repaired to the
monastery,
where he was to make some arrangements with
•> 7
one o f the monks. Returning in less than a quarter of an
hour, he looked around for Mr. Ratisbonne, and to his
great surprise, discovered him in St. Michael’s chapel on
the left side o f the church, kneeling in an attitude o f pro
found recollection. As he turned around to answer, Mr.
de Bussiere perceived that Mr. Ratisbonne’s face was bathed
in tears; this with his unusual posture, his hands devoutly
clasped, partly revealed the mystery which had just been
accomplished. “ Lead me,” said the new convert, “ where
you will.... After what I have seen, I cannot do otherwise
than obey” ...And unable to say more, he drew out the
Medal, which all unconscious o f its power, he had worn
upon his heart for four days. Taking this medal in his
hands, he kisses it, bathes it with tears, and sobs out:
“ How good G o d is! A h ! how much they are to be pitied
who do not believe!”
He went on to say: “ I had been only a moment in the
church, when, suddenly, I felt myself seized with an inex
pressible fear. I raised my eyes; the entire edifice had
disappeared ; the light— so to speak— was concentrated in
one chapel, and amid this radiance appeared, standing up
on the Altar, brilliant, full o f majesty and sweetness, the
Virgin M a r y , just as she is represented on my Medal; an
irresistible force pushed me towards her. The Blessed
Virgin made me a sign to kneel, she seemed to say: It is
well! She did not speak to m e; but I understood every
thing.”
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On the following day, the news o f this marvelous event
had spread throughout Rome.
The neophyte received
Baptism shortly after, and the Sovereign Pontiff himself
arranged an audience for this favored soul.
The conversion o f Mr. Ratisbonne had created too live
ly an interest for the Holy See to allow an event which
the public voice had declared a miracle, to pass unnoticed.
The Sovereign Pontiff ordered that the circumstance be
submitted to a canonical examination and disposed of, ac
cording to the Rules o f the Church. The Cardinal-Vicar
instituted an Inquiry. Witnesses were interrogated, all the
circumstances duly weighed and, upon the favorable con
clusion o f the Inquiry, the most Eminent Cardinal Patrizzi
pronounced and declared, June 3, 1842, that he “ fully
verified the true and signal miracle operated by the G o d
most good and great, through the intercession o f the Bless
ed Virgin M a r y , in the instantaneous and entire conver
sion o f Alphonse Ratisbonne from Judaism to Catholicity.”
For the greater glory o f G o d , and to increase the devotion
of the faithful towards the Blessed Virgin M a r y , His
Eminence deigned to permit that the narration o f this
striking miracle be printed and published by his authoriza
tion. A painting commemorative o f the Apparition o f the
Blessed Virgin to Mr. Ratisbonne, reproducing the Virgin
of the Miraculous Medal, was placed in the chapel o f the
Church o f St. André where the miracle took place. Every
year, in a solemn triduum, the event is honored by an of
ficial celebration.
M ARVELOUS

E F F IC A C Y

OF TH E H O LY M EDAL.

“ And these signs shall follow them that believe: In
my name they shall cast out devils : They shall lay their
hands upon the sick and they shall recover.” It has pleased
Our Lord to work, through the instrumentality o f the holy
2*
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Medal o f His Blessed Mother, prodigies as great, even, as
those attached to the name o f Jesus. One day, as in 1843,
at Paris, it is a boy whose blindness had been confirmed,
that recovers his sight; again, a young girl with face and
arms eaten by leprosy, on coming in contact with the
Medal is entirely healed. In many instances, as at the
hospital of St. André, Bordeaux, in 1835, paralytics arise
and walk, and physicians exclaim: “ Until now, the Gos
pel alone bears witness to such cures.” (Le Guillou, His
tory of the Miraculous Medal.) These countless miracles
show us how agreeable to G o d is the confidence of the
faithful in H is Immaculate Mother, the all-powerful Queen
o f Heaven.
TH E DEMONS A R E VANQU ISH ED B Y T H E
MIRACULOUS MEDAL.

W e are not ignorant o f the power of the demon, among
infidel nations, especially in China. On the 25th o f August,
1841,/ a Missionary
wrote from Macao, details which recall
V
the scene described in the Gospel o f St. Mark, when the
possessed man ran through Jerusalem spreading terror
everywhere.
“ A Chinese widow who had an only son, like herself a
pagan, saw him fall under the empire o f the demon ; he
was possessed to that degree, that every one fled from him,
as he rushed through the fields uttering lamentable cries.
Whoever was bold enough to interfere with him was in
stantly seized and thrown upon the ground. The poor
mother wrestling with despair was dying o f grief; but
divine Providence cast an eye of mercy upon this unfor
tunate family. One day when the youth was more than
usually tormented, he fled in every direction, not knowing
whither he went; several persons ran after him, but he
brutally repulsed all who tried to seize him. The G o d of
all goodness permitted that he should meet a Christian
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who was animated with a lively faith; and seeing the de
mon ill-treat his victim in so tyrannical a manner, he said
to those who pursued the possessed man: you make a mis
take in trying only to stop him; strive to calm him and
then lead nim gently to his mother. This reasoning as
tonished all the pagans; however, they allowed the poor
creature to go, although they knew that it was dangerous
for him to be at large. The Christian, already spoken of,
wore the Miraculous Medal o f the Immaculate M a r y ;
drawing the Medal from his bosom, and approaching the
possessed man, he showed it to him, commanding the de
mon to go out of him and not to disturb him further; and
the infernal spirit instantly obeyed. The delivered person
seeing the Medal which the Christian still held in his hand,
humbly prostrated himself before this miraculous image,
not yet knowing what the object o f his veneration was.
Great was the astonishment o f the pagans who had wit
nessed all that passed. Meanwhile, the Christian bade the
young man rise and follow him and, still holding in his
hand the Medal which seemed to possess a magnetic power
over the poor pagan, he conducted him to his mother.
Scarce had he reached her side than he strove to console
her by these words: “ Weep no more; I am freed from my
tormenter. At the sight o f the Medal the demon left me.”
On hearing her son speak thus, the poor mother could
hardly control her joy. She knew, not whether to regard
it as a dream or a reality. The Christian reassured her
by relating all that had occurred; adding that, if she were
willing to renounce her idols and become a Christian, her
son would never again be possessed. She promised sincere
ly : and both began to destroy the images o f their false gods.
The Christian withdrew, overwhelmed with thanks from
the mother and the son for the immense service he had just
rendered them through the holy Medal.
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SINNERS AND IN FID E LS CONVERTED.

Vain would be our endeavor to narrate the conversions
obtained through the instrumentality of the Miraculous
Medal. How often have the dying extended, some upon
a bed of down, others upon the lowly couch of the hospital,
refused to be reconciled with G o d , whom they had so long
abandoned ! Then comes the Christian wife, the beloved
daughter, or again, the Sister of Charity, gently placing the
Miraculous Medal around the neck o f the patient: grace
soon makes the dying person experience the marvelous effi
cacy of this precious symbol; the priest is summoned to
complete the reconciliation of the sinner with his G o d .
No human tongue could recount these marvelous conveLsions, nor can the pen describe them.
When the Missionary carries the faith to foreign shores,
it is upon the celestial concurrence of the Miraculous Medal
that he rests his hopes.
“ Even to the consummation o f ages” , says one of them,
“ the Missionary, shall have M a r y for the companion of
his labors and should he find himself cast upon a lonely
island, a distant continent, with whose language he is un
acquainted, it is to M a r y lie turns entreating her to charge
herself with the outset of his new labors.
Among the
bushes in his path, he fastens Medals o f the Immaculate
M a r y , and the breeze from the sea or from the desert is
permeated with the perfume which they exhale, diffusing
this fragrance, until souls are irresistibly drawn by these
emanations from Paradise ” — (Annals of the Propagation
o f the Faith).
By a decree of the Sovereign Pontiff Leo X I I I . , dated
July 23, 1894, a special Feast, with an Office proper,
has been established in honor of the Miraculous Medal,
as had already been done in favor o f the Scapular and the
Holy Rosary: three blessed links which bind the soul to
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Heaven, its true country. A Brief o f His Holiness, Pope
Leo X I I I . , under date March 2, 1897, has decreed to the
Virgin o f the Miraculous Medal, the honors o f a Corona
tion, by His Eminence the Archbishop o f Paris, in the
name o f the Vicar o f J e s u s C h r i s t .

j u b il e e
op the

PIOUS ASSOCIATION OF TH E CH ILDREN OF M A R Y IM
M ACU LATE, ESTABLISHED IN THE HOUSES OP TH E SISTERS
OF C H A R IT Y , A PPRO VE D B Y POPE PIOUS I X ., JUNE

20, 1847.

This Association, composed o f young girls who make
their home with the Sisters, and others who frequent the
Houses o f the same, is now spread throughout the entire
world; there are seventeen hundred branches, including
about one hundred thousand Associates,
These young girls are distinguished by their modesty,
their piety, the good example which they give at home, as
well as in the society in which they mingle. Many among
them are very zealous in the performance o f good works,
such as the care o f the sick, the instruction o f the igno
rant, the Propagation o f the Faith, the Holy Childhood,
etc. Thousands o f Religious vocations for various Orders
and Congregations may be found among them.
The year 1897 being the Fiftieth Anniversary o f the
canonical erection o f the Association, the members were
very desirous to most fervently celebrate their Jubilee: thus
to draw down upon themselves new blessings.
Besides, knowing that Our H oly Father the Pope has,
this very year, decreed the Coronation of the Virgin o f the
Miraculous Medal, they are most anxious to participate in
this festivity which belongs also to them, since they are
the Daughters o f M a k y Immaculate, and they glory in
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wearing, as their most precious ornament , the Miraculous
Medal.
Wishing, therefore, to respond to the desires o f this pious
Association whose direction is confided to him, the Superi
or General of the Priests o f the Mission and o f the Sisters
o f Charity besought His Holiness, on occasion o f this
favored Anniversary, to grant a Plenary Indulgence to all
the Children o f M a r y . The Holy Father has deigned to
favor this petition by the following Brief:
L

eo

X I I I .,

P

ope.

In Perpetual Remembrance.
The 20th o f the coming June will close the period o f
Fifty Years since the canonical establishment of the pious
Association o f the Children o f M a r y Immaculate, Moth
er o f G o d , in the Religious Houses o f the Sisters of Chari
ty. Our dear Son, the Superior General o f the Family o f
St. Vincent, has earnestly besought Us to deign, in Our
Apostolic liberality, to enrich this blessed Anniversary
with the heavenly treasures o f the Church. Aware o f the
great and numerous spiritual advantages secured to the fam
ily and to society at large by this pious Association, it hath
seemed good to Us to favor these petitions.
In d u lg e n tia

p le n a r ia

conceditur Congregatiovibus Filiarum Mariœ Jm-

maculatœ ctpud domus Filiorum Caritatis S. Vincentii a Paulo existentibus1
occasione quinquagesimi anniversarii ab erectione canonica earum CongregaHonum.— 21 Maii, 1897.

Leo P. P. XIII.
A d futur am rei memoriam.

Enixas Nobis preces admovit dil. filins, Supremus Vineentianæ Familiæ
Moderator, ut, quum die vigesimo proximi mensis junii quinquagesimus
absolvatur annus ex quo pia Consociatio Filiarum Deiparæ Virginis 1mmaculatæ in piis domibus Filiarum Caritatis canonice fuerit instituta, faus
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Wherefore, We concede and grant mercifully in the
Lord, a Plenary Indulgence, with remission o f all their
sins to all the Children o f M a r y Immaculate, and to the
Sisters o f Charity in whose houses the aforesaid Associa
tions exist, provided that, being truly contrite, having con
fessed their sins and received Holy Communion, on the
aforementioned date, or any other during the present year—
which day shall be designated by the Directress o f each
Association, reckoning from first vespers until sunset —
they shall devoutly visit their Chapel; praying there for
peace among Christian Princes, for the extirpation o f her
esies, the conversion o f sinners, and the exaltation o f Holy
Church, Our Mother. This Indulgence can be applied, by
way o f suffrage, to the souls of the faithful who have de
parted this life, united to G o d by Charity.
These presents shall avail for this year only. But,
We will that there shall be given to translations and copies
o f these letters, even printed, provided they be signed by a
notary and bear the seal o f a person constituted in Eccletum hunc eventum coelestibus Ecclesia thesauris de Apostolica benignitate
Nostra augere velimus. Kos quos non latet quanta et quam copiosa pia
hujusmodi Consocialo, religionis non minusquam caritatis laude preeclara,
tum familiis tum civili communitati spiritualia comparaverit emolumenta,
porrectis Nobis precibus obsecundandum censuimus.
Quare omnibus et singulis Filiabus quas vocant B. Marise Virginis Immaculatse, ac religiosis Sororibus a Cantate apud quarum domos praedictae
existunt Consociationes, vere poenitentibus et confessis ac sacra communi*
one refectis, quse vel supradicto die, vel alio quolibet subsequente intra
finem hujus vertentis anni a suae cujusque Consociationis moderatrice semel
tantum designando a primis vesperis ad occasum solis diei hujusmodi,
respectivum Sacellum devote visitaverint, ibique prò christianorum principum concordia, liaeresum extirpatione, peccatorum conversione ac Sanctae
Matris Ecclesia exaltatione pias ad Deum preces effuderint, plenariam om
nium peccatorum suorum Indulgentiam et remissionem, quam etiam animabus Christi fidelium quae Deo in caritate conjunctae ab hac luce migraverint per modum suffragii applicare possint, misericorditer in Domino
concedimus ac largimur. Praesentibus hoc anno tantum valituris.
Volumus autem ut praesentium Litterarum transumptis seu exemplis,
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siastical dignity, the same credence that would be given to
the expression o f Our will by the showing o f these Presents.

Given at Rome, near St. Peter’s, under the Ring o f
the Fisherman, May 21, 1897, in the Twentieth Year o f
Our Pontificate.
For His Eminence Cardinal M a c c h i :
In place of "f* the Seal.
N

ic h o l a s

M

a r in i,

Subs.

etiam impressis, manu alicujus Notrarii publici subscriptis et sigillo personæ
in ecclesiastica dignitate eonstitutæ munitis eadem prorsus fides adhibeatur
quæ adhiberetur ipsis præsentibus; si forent exhibitæ vel ostensæ.
Datum Romæ apud S. Petrum, sub annulo Piscatoris, die X X I. Maii
MDCCCXCV1I., Pontificatus Nostri anno vigesimo.
P ro Domino Cardin.
N ic o la u s M a r in i,
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T H E B U R N IN G O F T H E C H A R I T Y B A Z A A R .
About half-past four p. m., May 4th, there was spread
throughout Paris, a report plunging all the inhabitants in
to the deepest consternation: the Charity Bazaar, opened
on the day previous in the Rue Jean-Gotijon had been con
sumed by fire, and the victims o f the disaster might be
reckoned by hundreds. The gloomy tidings were, alas!
only too true. One o f the victims, Sister Lebon, Sister
o f Charity o f St. Vincent de Paul, having been seriously
injured was brought to the Mother-House o f her Com
munity, Rue du Bac; another member, Sister Rayez, was
taken to the House at Clichy, and it was soon ascertained
that three other Sisters had perished in the catastrophe.
*
* *
Upon Paris devolves the duty o f affording relief to
countless miseries which seek refuge in the great Capital,
From Paris, to a great extent, also flows that stream of
gold which finds its way to innumerable good works; sus
taining likewise the Catholic Apostolate even in regions
most remote. To gather in these resources, an ingenious
invention o f Charity was to organize every year Bazaars.
Here were found noble and benevolent ladies offering to no
less generous purchasers articles of art or fancy. The rates
o f sale became one o f the most delicate and fruitful reve
nues o f charity: thus wTere these benefactresses o f the poor,
enabled to maintain their multiform works: Establish
ments for the blind, orphanages, asylums for every de
scription o f misery, institutions which furnish apostles for
foreign missions, etc.
The Bazaar, this year, was held in tli4> Rue Jean-Goujon,
the decorations representing a street in an ancient section
o f Paris. Picturesque village signs indicated the various
shops where the ladies were to carry on their business of
benevolence: this was the Charity Bazaar.
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A kinetograph formed a new attraction among so many
thousand curiosities.
The Semaine Religieuse o f Paris thus describes the
catastrophe:
“ On May 4th, the day after the opening o f the Bazaar,
the crowd was very considerable. The stalls were occupied
by the ladies who had charged themselves with the sales:
and these were surrounded by the charitable purchasers.
Mgr. Clari, Apostolic Nuncio, had just left the place when,
suddenly there was heard the alarm o f “ Fire!” The lace
hangings had caught from the lamp of the kinetograph.
The flames spread with furious rapidity, and almost in
stantaneously the entire edifice was like one vast, burning
furnace. So swift, indeed, bad been the conflagration, and
so readily did the slight wooden structure yield to the de
vouring element that no succor could be organized. The
terrified inmates, rushed towards the doors, the dense
throngs blocking up the way, and crushing one another to
death, whilst the fire still accomplished its awful destruc
tion of human life. In less than half an hour, the dread
tragedy was over, and the building so shortly before a
scene o f mirth and gayety, now lay a heap o f smouldering
ruins and charred bodies.
“ The newspapers have given thrilling details o f the
frantic efforts o f friends to recover their lost ones. H un
dreds of these unfortunate prisoners succeeded in forcing a
passage through the flames, and thus reaching Rue JeanGoujon, or the vacant lot in the rear o f the Bazaar. Many
o f these refugees made their way into the neighboring
houses, by breaking down portions o f the enclosure, or by
+,he aid o f ladders, through windows or openings hastily
made in the solid walls. Many were badly burned and,
some have since died o f their injuries.
“ Meanwhile, the streets leading to the doomed edifice
nresented a scene heartrending beyond description. In a
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frenzy o f anxiety thousands sought and called piteously
upon their nearest and dearest. Amid all this horror and
confusion they approached lines o f disfigured bodies, and
with despairing effort, strove to identify a wife or children,
or friends.
Having devoted their first care to the wounded, those
who came to render assistance, began to clear away the
rubbish. One hundred and seventeen bodies were taken to
the Palais d e l’ Industrie. It would be impossible to de
scribe the melancholy spectacle,— to portray the anguish
and desolation o f those who recognized the objects of their
search amid this shapeless wreck o f humanity.
“ To see these women, these young girls, thus stricken
down in the prime o f youth and beauty, victims o f a death
as cruel as it was unforeseen, all reduced to a disgusting
mass o f bones and ashes! And those relatives who, with
streaming eyes and gloomiest forebodings endeavored to rec
ognize, by some token the remains o f those inexpressibly
dear to them 3 Involuntarily one recalls the words of Holy
W r it :
“ All flesh is grass, an all the glory thereof as the flow
er o f the field, which to-day is and to-morrow is cast into
the fire’ . ‘ And the hour soundeth at the moment that we
least expect.”
Among these bodies they recognise a Sister o f Charity:
her cornette not entirely consumed: the charred hands
seemed to have been clasped; a chaplet is on her arm. The
body was removed to the Palais de 1’ Industrie where the
dead are ranged in long rows. Friends and relatives bend
over the remains o f their lost ones.
In the midst of the crowd, says an eye-witness, one
might remark two Sisters o f Charity bending over a corpse;
“ It is our Superioress” say they; and kneeling they pray,
and then write upon a ticket the name o f the victim: Sis-
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ter de Ginoux, Superioress o f the Sisters of St. Vincent de
Paul, at Rainey.”
They identify also the bodies o f the two other Sisters o f
Charity:
Sister Dehondt of Rainey, one of the companions o f
Sister de G inoux; Sister Marie Adele Sabatier, o f the
House of St. Louis en-l7ile, Rue Poultier. She had been ac
companied by a young girl o f the House, a Child o f M a r y ,
whose body was also found.
On the following day, as victims were identified their
names were added to the list published: it might be said
that this list represented persons o f the highest distinction
in society, and those most noted for Catholicity and char
ity in Paris. At their head was the Duchess d7 Alengon,
sister to the Empress of Austria.
One hundred and thirty names followed,7 all illustrious
by nobility of birth and, equally so, by the practice o f char
ity and all Christian virtues.”
J

*
* *
The Sovereign Pontiif, sharing the grief o f Paris, imme
diately offered the Holy Sacrifice for the victims. A ll the
Rulers o f nations sent to the President o f the French Rep 11>1ie, the expression o f their condolence.
His Eminence, the Cardinal Archbishop of Paris, who
at the time o f the catastrophe was in Rome, telegraphed
his paternal sympathy with his intention of hastening home,
to mingle his tears with those of his children; and to pre
side at the funeral service to be held in the Cathedral o f
Notre Dame de Paris.
*
* *
The Government had decided that religious service be
celebrated for the victims. We give another extract from
the Semaine Religieuse de P aris :
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“ On Saturday, May 8th, at the request o f the Govern
ment, memorial services were held at Notre Dame. The
old Basilica was elaborately draped in mourning. An im
mense catafalque reaching the galleries, had its panels
ornamented with flowers. Torches surrounded the four
sides. Long streamers o f black and silver, reaching from the
catafalque, festooned the two sides o f the transept. The
central nave was magnificently illuminated with candel
abra and torches.
“ A few minutes before twelve, His Eminence Cardinal
Richard, attended by his Chapter, repaired in procession to
the door o f the Cathedral to receive the President o f the
Republic.
“ Mr. Felix Faure, accompanied by his cabinet and the
military officers o f his household, entered Notre Dame
precisely at noon.
“ The President o f the Republic took his place on a plat
form on the Gospel side to the left o f the sanctuary, between the high grating and the communion-rail.
Mme. Felix Faure, Miss Lucie Faure, the members o f
the Government, the ambassadors, the Duke o f Leuchtenberg, were assigned the north transept.
“ In the south transept: the members o f the Senate, the
Chamber o f Deputies, Municipal Council, General Council,
the Prefect o f the Seine, the officers o f the French Army,
many representatives o f foreign armies in brilliant costume.
“ There were also present the Lord Mayor o f London,
his two sheriffs, and sword-bearers.
“ Mgr. Clari, Apostolic Nuncio, Mr. de Mohrenheim,
Russian ambassador; Count Munster, German ambassador,
and Prince Radziwill faced the Catafalque.
“ The families o f the victims, with deputations from all
the Catholic Associations and the principal Communities
occupied the centre o f the church.
3
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“ Several bishops now visiting Paris, had seats in the
sanctuary.”
Then, with becoming pomp and ceremonial, the H oly
Sacrifice o f the Mass was offered. The entire assembly, by
its respectful attitude, bore witness to the deep religious
feeling pervading those vast multitudes gathered in that
immense Basilica.
The solemn obsequies at Notre Dame furnished a magnificent demonstration o f the union o f all classes of the
country in the regret and homage rendered to charity.
*
* *
Arrived at Paris, on Saturday morning, Mgr. Richard
presided at the solemn ceremony at Notre Dame, which has
just been described. In the afternoon, he waited upon the
President o f the Republic, to thank him for having assist
ed at the funeral service celebrated at Notre Dame; and
he presented him with a letter in which he interpreted with
authority and great elevation o f soul, the Church office
performed at Notre Dame.
Leaving the Palace, Mgr. Richard wished to inscribe
his name at the house o f the Duke d? Aumale, of whose
death in Sicily he had. just been apprized. Then, he would
pray beside the tomb o f the Duehess d’ Alençon, in the
chapel of the Dominicans, faubourg Saint Honoré. He
afterwards visited in turn the Duke d? Alençon; Mr.
Mackau, President o f the Charitv Bazaar; the Hotel de la
Famille Roland— Gosselin; the Mother-House o f the
Sisters of Charity; and finally, the Abbé Odelin, whom he
wished to congratulate on having escaped the eastastrophe.
The Sisters were at night prayers when His Eminence
reached the House at Rue du Bac. The Most Honored
Mother Lamartinie assembled the whole Community, Sis
ters o f the Habit and those o f the Seminary, in the yard
between the chapel and the refectory. There, in the midst
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o f this large family the venerated Cardinal spoke a few
words full o f paternal affection to express his sympathy,
and gave his blessing to all.
The President o f the Republic also sent an officer o f his
military household to convey to the Community his senti
ments o f condolence.
On the following Sunday, the Duchess o f Orleans deign
ed to come to the Mother-House to testify as she said, a
special sympathy. She visited the Seminary, and desired to
see the Sister who had been so severely burned in the Bazaar
fire, and ended her visit by a prayer in the chapel. She
was accompanied by the Duchess o f Polignac and by the
Duke o f Luynes. The Duchess o f Orleans is the daughter
o f the Archduke Joseph, who made a princely donation to
establish the Missionaries in Hungary.
Scarcely was the news o f the disaster which must cripple
the works o f benevolence, for which the Charity Bazaar
annually secured important resources, made known, than
the people interested themselves in making good the disap
pointment. For this end, a subscription was opened at the
Figaro Exchange, and in a few days the amount exceeded
two hundred thousand dollars.
But, Catholic charity was to manifest itself in a manner
still more admirable. A generous donor withholding his
name, wished to make himself responsible for the differ
ence between the receipts o f the present year, and those o f
1896. The following communication was addressed from
the Archiépiscopal residence to the daily papers:
“ At the first intimation of the great calamity o f Rue
Jean-Gonjon, His Eminence, the Cardinal Archbishop o f
Paris, was preoccupied about securing to the Institu
tions represented by the Charity Bazaar, their annual
contribution.
He intended to order a collection, to be made in all the
churches o f the diocese; and to open a subscription at the
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Archiepiscopal palace, when, scarce has he reached Paris,
than he is informed that anonymous Catholic charity— an
ticipating his desires— had placed at the disposal of the
Committee, the magnificent gift o f one hundred eightyseven thousand, four hundred eighty-seven dollars, sixty
cents, as announced through the papers to-day by the Baron
deMackau,” This gift added to the sum o f nine thousand
dollars taken in for the first days sales this year, realizes
exactly the amount obtained in 1896.
Finally, from the first instant, there had been manifested
the simultaneous, just and religious sentiment that the soil
consecrated by so sorrowful a remembrance, and so august a
sacrifice, should never be devoted to mere profane purposes.
Whilst deliberating as to how this lawful desire might be
carried out, a charitable Indy, the Countess de Castellane,
presented two hundred thousand dollars for the construc
tion o f an edifice destined for the reunions o f charity. At
the same time, the Cardinal Archbishop o f Paris opened a
subscription for the purchase o f the ground consecrated by
memories so sacred, with a view to erect thereon a monu
ment dedicated to prayer and charity.
The Osservatore romano says, in reference to this occasion:
“ When a Christian nation has the singular good fortune to
possess citizens capable o f such transports o f charity, sure
ly that nation must be specially dear to G o d . “ Thus,” adds
the Osservatore, “ has France ever proved her right to claim
as her son, the Apostle o f Charity, St. Vincent de Paul.”
H IS E M IN E N C E C A R D I N A L S O U R R IE U
A T TH E M OTHER-HOUSE, A T PA R IS.

On May 20th, the three French Prelates who had been
elevated to the rank o f Cardinal by the last Consistory re
paired to the Ely see to receive from the President o f the
French Republic the customary Honors.
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One o f them, His Eminence Cardinal Sourrieu, Arch
bishop o f Rouen, was visiting our Mother-House, Rue de
Sèvres. When he returned from the Palace o f the Presi
dency, the whole Community had assembled in the Hall
of Relics to present its homage to the new Prince o f the
Church. The Prelate replied to the congratulations offered
him, by an address characterized by elevation o f thought
and affectionate simplicity. His Eminence reminded his
hearers that St. Vincent de Paul, in his life time, had been
the intimate friend o f two Cardinals, to whom he had ren
dered valuable services : “ Cardinal de Bérulle, almost V in 
cent’s compeer in virtue; but who learned salutary wis
dom from his friend whilst contemplating his solid judg
ment; courage in all his undertakings, and that sterling
common-sense which, carried to the point reached by St.
Vincent de Paul, becomes genius; Cardinal Mazarin who
was indebted to his intercourse with the man o f G o d , for
the fidelity with which he practised several Christian vir
tues; Vincent had also, doubtless, taught him more than
once this valuable lesson that, we should not allow our
selves to be biased by earthly interests.”
His Eminence afterwards dwelt upon the happiness and
grandeur o f the vocation o f the Children o f St. Vincent.
“ The happiest days o f my life,” said he to them, “ those
when Heaven seemed to descend upon me, filling me with
peace and joy, were those when as a simple Missionary I
preached to the people and to the poor.”
Having repeated the expression o f his benevolent senti
ments towards the whole Community, the distinguished
Prince o f the Church before leaving gave his blessing to all.
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LANGRES.
May 1, 1897, the Abbe Marcel, learned Director of the Semaine Religieuse
of Langres, published under this title : St. Vincent de Paul, Member of the
Clergy at Langres, some interesting information :

“ Through recent bibliographical researches, we have
discovered, where certainly we should never have thought
of seeking, a valuable document setting forth a fact most
glorious for our Church and hitherto entirely unknown.
The fact in question is no other than that St. Vincent
de Paul held a benefice in the diocese of Langres.
The parchment leading to this discovery was found in
connection with a Missale lingonense,formerly the property
o f the ancient keeper of the Municipal Records o f Langres,
which treasure came by sale at auction, into the possession
o f Mr. Joseph Royer, of our city, an enthusiastic lover o f
books.”
This document, bearing date o f February, 1624, establish
es the fact above alluded to: That the Priory o f St. Nicholas, of the Order of St. Augustine, was assigned by His
Holiness the Pope, to Vincent de Paul, Curé o f Clichy-laGarenne; and that the latter had appointed his procurator,
investing him with all needful rights to act in his name in
regard to said Priory. As Mr. Vincent, the future Found
er o f the Sisters o f Charity, at the close o f the year 1613,
resigned his Curacy, without retaining any pension, into
the hands of Mr. Souaillard, the date 1624, must be the
notary’s error; this, however, being merely an error o f de
tail, takes absolutely nothing from the documentary value
o f the legal act. Hence, it may correctly be inferred that,
during some months at least, St. Vincent was a member
o f the clergy at Langres.
“ Hitherto, as we have said,” continues the Abbé Marcel,
we were wholly unconscious o f this new link o f the great
Apostle o f Charity with our Church. We think it re
markable that the affair should come to light— on the eve
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o f the Feast o f the Translation o f his Relics. This Feast,
celebrated every year by his double spiritual Family on
the Second Sunday after Easter, should, in like manner,
be solemnized in our three hospitals o f Langres and
Chaumont.”
M O T H E R L O U IS E L E Q U E T T E .
The folio wing edifying details have been communicated :

For fifteen years Montolieu had the honor of possessing
a woman remarkable by her virtue, the elevated position
she had filled, and the friendships she had formed with il
lustrious personages: Mother Louise Lequette, former Su
perioress o f the Company o f the Sisters o f Charity.
The moment seems opportune for the expression o f our
tribute o f respect for the benefactress o f Montolieu. Only
a few days ago, death robbed us o f this holy woman.
What first impressed one in Mother Lequette was her
simplicity, goodness, and tender piety. One was naturally
inclined to question whether this Sister who extended so
simple a welcome to all, were really she who had held in
tercourse with so many illustrious personages, and filled
so important a position!
Whilst still very young, Mother Louise Lequette had
been appointed to direct the Hospital o f the Holy-Ghost,
founded in Rome by Pius I X . The great Pontiff enter
tained the highest esteem for our Sister, and was accustomed
to lean familiarly upon her shoulder whilst visiting the
poor sick. This wTas to our good Mother one o f the sweet
est remembrances, arid she loved to speak Italian.
A t Rome, Mother Lequette enjoyed the intimate friend
ship o f Lamorici£re, Pimodan, Charette, with whose energy
and earnest devotedness she seemed largely gifted. She
was near Charette at the breach o f the Porta Pia, and like
the Zouaves, withdrew from the post o f danger only at the
Pope’s command.
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It is not for us to presume to portray Mother Lequette
during the six years that she filled the office o f Superior
ess. The amount o f good which she accomplished may be
estimated by the loving veneration in which her memory
is held by her Community. To all, she was the very per
sonification of benevolence, piety, the spirit o f St. Vincent,
obedience, and rigorous observance o f Rule.
After six years o f overwhelming responsibility, it would
appear that Mother Lequette was entitled to rest. But
she had promised Mgr. Touvier that she would found a
mission in Abyssinia, among the Gal las. Every one strove
to dissuade her, representing the difficulties o f this foun
dation, the uncivilized condition of the people, the sever
ity of the climate, so injurious to the European constitu
tion. Nothing could daunt her zeal. She studied the
manners o f the people, gathered all information concern
ing them and, having prepared with all possible care for
her future field o f labor, she set out. She was told one
day that she would eat no more bread, this article o f food
being unknown among the Gallas; she replied simply:
“ For my companions this would indeed be a privation, I
shall try to supply for this need.” Mother Lequette learned
to make bread and, for several years, this former Su
perioress baked the bread for her companions.
How her heart must have been crushed when forced to
quit this land, where the seed already sown was to yield so
abundant a harvest! It was easy to see that her affection
t
had never been separated from this foundation where she
had so generously spent herself.
On her return from Abyssinia, Mother Lequette was
appointed Superioress and Visitatrix o f the important
House at Montolieu and the institution flourished under
her wise guidance.
In the midst o f her one hundred and thirty companions,
ailing or in need o f rest, suffering herself from a hunger
s
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for works o f charity she was obliged to organize these
works around her.
In the House o f Montolieu there is a crèche where all
the little ones are taken care of. Whilst the mothers are
at work or attending to their household duties, their chil
dren are there under the eye of the kind Sisters, who plant
within their youthful minds the germ o f education wThilst
training them to obedience. The mid-day repast is gratui
tously provided for all.
An Association o f Children o f Mary, numerous and
prosperous exists there also.
An Ouvroir where many young girls are assembled un
der a direction firm and intelligent. They come even from
the vicinity to learn sewing and embroidery.
Mother Lequette interested herself personally in a Com
mittee of Ladies o f Charity visiting and giving aid to the
sick.
W ho shall tell us o f the countless hidden benefits issuing
from that House o f benediction!
Therefore has the population o f Montolieu desired to
testify its gratitude and affection to Mother Lequette. A l
though no one was allowed to see her during her last illness,
many inquired daily as to her condition.
The Municipal Council in a body, attended her funeral;
Catholic Knights o f labor with their banner veiled with
crape; the Ladies o f Charity; the congregation; the
schools; the convent chapel was too small to accommodate
the crowd, with the friends o f the dear departed. Mourn
ing was not in the exterior alone: there was no mistaking
the grief o f the heart depicted on every countenance, and
if words were exchanged, they were only uttered in praise
o f the good Mother.
Mgr. Billard, Bishop o f Carcassonne, presided at the
obsequies, and gave the absolution, thus evincing his affec
tionate veneration for Mother Lequette and her Community«
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In 1894, Mgr. Billard accompanied Cardinal Desprez,
for the celebration of Mother Lequette’s Religious Jubilee.
The humility of this good Mother suffered much whilst
enduring the praises and overwhelming honors o f the oc
casion which seemed a real triumph. On the evening of
this day, this saintly woman had a very meritorious sacri
fice to offer to Goi> and to St. Vincent.
And now, Mother Louise has met in Heaven, her broth
er, Mgr. Lequette, Bishop o f Arras ; her own sister, Mother
Felicité, who had likewise filled the office o f Superioress o f
o f the Company; Cardinal Desprez,and the illustrious Pius
I X ., who all esteemed and loved her.
Her Sisters mourn her loss, as do also her nieces who,
like herself, are Sisters of Charity and fill important offices;
a devoted Assistant, who has been her right hand for many
years, lavishing upon her every care that filial affection
could suggest. To all, we offer the respectful expression
o f our sympathy in this, our common sorrow. With the
same affection as her Community, we shall cherish the
memory o f Mother Louise Lequette, and we shall invoke
her intercession.
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Tullow, November 21, 1895.
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Confrere,

G. D. N. S. S. N.
I feel deeply the loss of our holy departed Brother. He
has left the light and example o f a most holy life and hap
py death, to console us all in our sorrow for his departure.
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He has left to our good Brothers the consoling reflec
tion that they did what they could, more especially good
and charitable Brother Ryan, to render his closing days
less painful to himself, while they got an opportunity for
the exercise o f most meritorious and edifying charity.
Lastly, he has left us all the sweetest lesson o f how to die
the death precious in the sight of Goi>.
I cannot say how much I regret not being able to as
sist at his obsequies; but, thank G o d , I am now able to
celebrate Mass, which, please G o d , I will offer to-morrow
in union with all my dear Confreres for the eternal repose
o f this holy soul.
Ever, etc., etc.
^

J. L y n c h , C. M.

(1).

The foregoing letter was received from the revered Bishop
o f Kildare and Leighlin, on the day o f Brother Lennon’s
funeral. It will serve as an appropriate introduction to a
short Notice o f the good Brother; first, because it admira
bly expresses the sentiment of the whole Irish Province
with regard to Brother Lennon; and, secondly, because it
was written by a Prelate who knew the Brother from his
entrance into the Congregation, and who measures mndity
by no ordinary standard.
At the time of his death last year, Brother Lennon was
seventy-six years of age. Thirty o f these had been spent
in the world— the last forty-five, in the Congregation. The
first period was the counterpart o f the other. The same
yearning for the things that are not seen—*the same zeal
for the better gifts, characterised both periods. From the
beginning, he seems to have had that love and esteem for
priests, which, ever a distinguishing trait o f the Irish, was
( 1), Only three weeks after penning the above tribute to the departed,
the saintly Bishop Lynch was called to his reward. A Notice on the la
mented Prelate appeared in the last Number of the Annals, p. 191 *
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fostered and manifested by him in a singular degree. H e
sought the counsel o f his parochial clergy in the few de
cisive steps o f his life, and under their guidance kept alive
in his heart a love for the Religious state.
While still a young man, he started from his native vil
lage o f Fresh ford, Co. Kilkenny, and crossing three coun
ties, paid a brief visit to the Trappist Monastery of Mt.
Mellarv, which had been recently built on the lonely slopes
o f the Waterford Mountains. This was not his only visit
to the Cistercians. Their ancient connection with Ire
land, their austere lives, and their shining robes attract
ed him even from Dublin, at a time when traveling
was difficult and expensive for a poor man. He had left
his home on the death o f bis beloved mother, and coming
to Dublin, followed there the trade o f shoemaker. A t
this time, his father lived in very poor circumstances, and
this fact proved an irresistible claim on the son’s affection
ate devotion. Meanwhile, his ardent heart turned wist
fully towards those sons o f St. Bernard who had just come
over from France: and we are not surprised to learn that
once more he visited Mt. Mellary, in face o f the expenses
and annoyances o f a difficult journey. In after life, when
asked why he did not join the Trappists, Brother Lennon
attributed the fact to his want of Christian courage; but
we may be sure that, humanly speaking, what kept him in
the world was anxiety for bis father’s welfare.
City life which is usually beset with dangers to so many,
only helped, in the case o f Brother Lennon, to call out and
intensify the admirable qualities o f his heart. Thus the
young artisan escaped the influence which the intemperate
habits o f certain persons might have had over him; far
from being injured by their evil example, he became a
faithful disciple o f Father Matthew, at that time working
so zealously in the cause o f temperance. Such a habit o f
abstinence did he acquire, and so rooted became his dislike
•/
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for all spirituous drinks, that even in years long after,
when the weakness entailed by illness made an occasional
stimulant necessary, it was only by command o f the Supe
rior that he was induced to accept it. And fortunate did he
deem himself when at last he could be released from the
uncongenial order. Indeed, we may say that mortification,
in general was the virtue dearest to this Brother’s heart, and
a favourite one with him even from his youth. He had never
been known to eat between meals, even before he became a
member o f the Congregation, While cook for several years
in the Seminary at St. Joseph’s, Blackrock, it was his in
variable practice not to swallow whatever he was obliged to
taste. His punctuality was thorough, if not perhaps a little
too rigid, for he sometimes scarcely allowed time for the
Brothers to assemble for the “ beads;” and though indul
gent towards faults generally, he seemed to have little or
no toleration for laziness and omissions.
It was in the year 1850, that Brother Lennon applied for
admission to the Congregation o f the Mission, He had
been several times to our House at Phibsborough on mat
ters o f business. He had gone to confession to Father M c
Namara; and at last he decided, with his confessor’s ap
proval, to gratify his long-cherished desire o f Community
life. His novitiate was passed at Castleknock, where lie
remained till 1873, During part o f that time he worked
at his trade.
He was then appointed to the office o f
cook, and, next, to that o f sacristan. While in the latter
office, he kept an exact account o f the different days on
which a Plenary Indulgence could be gained. He familiar
ized himself with all the feast days o f the year, and cul
tivated a more or less particular devotion towards each
Saint as his festival came round. Moreover, he managed
to take notes o f striking characteristics and sayings o f the
great servants o f G o d .
The late venerable Visitor o f the Irish Province, once
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made an observation which might seem at first sight next to
harmonize with what we have said. It was to the effect
that Brother LennmVs chief feasts- were those on which he*
had some sick to look after. But Father Duff’s idea was>
to draw attention to the extraordinary kindness the Brother
had ever manifested towards the indisposed. From I860
to 1891, he discharged the duties o f infirmarian; and dur
ing that time it was his lot to make many a long and pa
tient vigil by the bedside o f Confrère» who have gone be
fore us. Two qualifie» he possessed, which especially fitted
him far this post; these were his wonderful tact, and hi»
quickness in accomodating himself to the particular needs
o f those in bis charge. Indeed, it was generally felt that
his abilities were such as might readily cope with higher
and more difficult duties. His mind was naturalJv
clear
m
/
and intelligent, and even as a boy he was remarked by
those about him for the success with which he went through
his studies, however elementary they may have been. It is
a proof o f the power o f his memory, that up to the time o f his
death he could repeat ¡verbatim, any answer in the catechism.
The Confrères often wondered with what accuracy as
well as interest he invariably followed and remembered the
details and localities of Missionary labors. The Missions
in England and Scotland had a special interest for him,,
on account o f the hope he had that much fruit and many
conversions would result from them« Hence, he was always
most anxious in his inquiries about Lanark and Sheffield,
about their prospects and undertakings; and one would
think he had spent some time in those Houses, so accurate
ly could he enter into conversation on their spiritual con
cerns and their various localities. As another instance o f
his zeal, as well as o f his sound judgment, we may mention
that his constant and anxious prayer, during recent politi
cal developments, was that nothing might occur to slacken
•/
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ttfce bonds o f mutual love,, which had for ages ‘bound the
Irish priests and people together.
He had an especial love for St. Vincent’s College, Castle^
knock. He remembered past students, and could furnish
more information as to their matnrer years than priests who
had taught in the College. No recreation was more agree
able to him than a walk, through the rich sylvan scenery
o f the Phoenin Park, to that loved home where he had re*»
ceived the first training o f his spiritual life* Yet, such was
his spirit o f poverty that when paralysis hindered him
from going thither on foot, he would not consent to make
his favorite visit by means o f a car.
W e may mention another instance or two o f his ex^
wetness on a point regarding which there is considerable
danger o f error. He was always more than satisfied with
the ordinary diet, and if on feast-days he partook of fruit
etc., he did so very sparingly. He never lost sight o f St,
Vincent’s teaching, that Brothers should be content with
less than the Priests, His dress was o f the poorest and
cheapest; he would not wear elastic shoes: and he even re*
fused to make use o f artificial teeth. A t breakfast, he never
took more than one egg; and on the development o f his last
illness, was most reluctant to exchange the dormitory for
a room. We are told that one trusty razor did him service
from his first experiment up to his last praiseworthy effort
in the art o f shaving. Again, the rule which forbids Broth
ers to read the newspapers was observed strictly by him,
no less through a spirit of mortification than o f obedience.
As has been already said, no more thoughtful nurse could
be found for the sick. Their sufferings awoke in him un
bounded sympathy. But his charity was not limited to
them. He tried to become all to all for C h r i s t ’ s sake. It
was his predominant wish to promote unity of feeling and
mutual forbearance amongst the Brothers. He was much
pleased to see them all at recreation together, and his own
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simple tastes were more than gratified by a walk along the
avenue or a row in the little boat, so lately come to grief.
Often and often, he would insist on “ minding the house,”
that the others might be iree; and during his illness, he
preferred to be alone rather than limit the number at re
creation. He was particularly watchful not to injure the
neighbor by word or act. H e would not even say of an ab
sent Brother, that he read badly. But, notwithstanding
the advice o f St. Paul that we should in charity bear all
things,there was one thing Brother Lennon could not bear:
and that was detraction. It proved too much even for his
mild and gentle disposition, especially if directed against the
Anointed o f the Lord. On one occasion, when he over
heard a bitter remark made about a priest, his feelings
were so near overcoming him that it was only the grace o f
G o d , as he afterwards admitted prevented him from dash
ing a cup o f tea into the face o f the offender! Apart, how
ever, from such virtuous promptings as the preceding,
he was meek and amiable, like St. Vincent himself. When
at Castleknock, his simple and kindly ways won the affec
tion o f the boys, and attracted the attention even o f externs. It was his wise custom in conversation, if ever a
difference of opinion threatened brotherly love, to change
the subject immediately; and if unsuccessful in his chari
table efforts, he sometimes walked aw7ay, through dislike
for useless contentions.
According to the Imitation of Christ, “ few are improved
by illness/’ It is, indeed, true that bodily infirmities, by
clouding our mind and relaxing our will, seldom fail to
bring out the weaker points o f poor human nature. But
Brother Lennon’s many virtues only received fresh grace
and lustre, during the continuance o f his distressing malady.
For five years he was confined to his bed or to a chair by
complete paralysis of the limbs. He was unable to walk,
or take food without assistance; in fact, he could hardly
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even move, though his hands were in a constant state o f
tremulousness. The humblest services had to be rendered
by others: and with a view to affording him some relief
from the discomfort and restlessness brought on by the mal
ady, he had to be moved a little almost every
hour. Indeed,/
•/
during the last six months of his life such movement
was necessary every fifteen minutes. Sweet resignation to
the will o f G o d soothed all his anguish. Frequently
would he be heard to say: “ Not my will, O Lord, but
Thine be done;” and whenever any one sympathized with
him, his answer was: “ G o d has been very good to me; I
deserve far worse.” A ll through life he possessed the rare
grace o f looking upon all that befell him as willed or per
mitted by Divine Providence. No wonder that Superiors,
Priests and Brothers often came to St. Joseph’s, from oth
er Houses to be edified by his patience ; and to have a word
or a smile from one who had sanctified himself by a faith
ful fulfilment of the Rules o f St. Vincent de Paul.
His love and ardor for the Sacraments knew no bounds;
and during his last illness, so vehemently did he yearn for
the last purifying Unction that the theologians found it
difficult to justify the restrictions they put on its repeti
tion, “ St. Liguori,” he wrould say reproachfully, “ in one
o f his books wishes priests to be more generous in giving
and repeating the last H oly Unction.” He went to con
fession regularly once a week, and on the eves o f holydays, and had the privilege of receiving Our Blessed Lord
several times every week, up to the very end. His prepara
tion for both was modelled on the words o f St. Francis de
Sales, which he loved to repeat: “ One should bring a heart
lovingly sorrowful to the Sacrament o f Penance, and a soul
ardently loving to the H oly Communion.”
His observance o f the Rules was complete and unlimit
ed. W e may note, in particular, his fidelity to the Rule
4
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o f always genuflecting to the Crucifix on entering or leav
ing his room. For a considerable time he never omitted
the genuflection, no matter how frequently he had to return
to his room ; but later on, by the advice o f his Director, he
bent the knee to the crucifix only in case an interval of at
least five minutes had elapsed. This good Brother’s love
for the faithful departed is also worthy of notice. He nev
er went to Castleknock without praying at the last resting
place of all our Brethren. Never did he omit the Office
for the Dead; and though, as senior Brother, it was his
privilege to preside, he made an arrangement by which each
Brother took precedence month about. In acting thus as
opportunity was given him, he was motived by a princi
ple which he dearly cherished and often expressed: “ That
any appearance o f commanding or taking first place
amongst the Brothers was very painful and objectionable.”
The prolonged prostration o f body scarcely impaired his
mental faculties; and to the end, his memory and under
standing both retained their wonted vigor. A short time
before the end came, when asked if he feared death, he
replied: “ Oh, no! I am glad to be going nearer to G o d . ”
And, when reminded that he had always had great confi
dence in the Apostle o f Ireland he remarked: “ And just
ly so!” The pious suggestions and aspirations that were
poured into his ear as death approached, visibly touched
and consoled him— and we little doubt but that his beau
tiful soul, on being freed from the body, went forth on a
happy journey, purified by a painful illness and by faith
ful discharge o f manifold duties, as richest gold proved
and cleansed in the furnace.
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GERMANY.
------- ------ ♦-------*----- -

Letter from
mon,

to V

ery

R
R

J. B

ev

.

ev

. A. F

S c h r e ib e r ,
ia t

,

Priest of the Mis-

Superior General.

Cologne-Nippes, May 5, 1897.
M

ost

H

onored

F

ather

,

Your blessing, if you please !
AVith regard to the approaching establishment o f the
first House o f the Sisters o f Charity, in the diocese o f Trêves,
you will learn with pleasure, that your Daughters were
most graciously received by Mgr. Korum.
A few days after the receipt o f your letter, I repaired to
Trêves with Sister Assistant and the future Sister Servant
o f the new mission, to pay our respects to His Lordship.
The Bishop listened with benevolent interest to all that I
had to say relative to the Sisters of Charity and I presented
to him the Rescript o f Leo X I I I . , July 8, 1882.—
“ Such being the case, I am satisfied, for the will o f the
Church is my will,” said His Lordship. He then approved
the choice o f the ordinary confessor in the person o f
the Rev. Pastor o f Schoenecken (this is the name o f the
place for which the Sisters are destined), and he gave me
the faculties for my quarterly visits. Then, having asked
his blessing anew for the Sisters and their works, we with
drew. W e felt very happy and most thankful to our good
G o d for this encouraging outlook.
W e had feared that we would be obliged to remain over
night at Trêves, but it being only 2 :3 0 p. m., we concluded
to visit, that same day, the new foundation. Having
taken a cup o f coffee, the Sisters at the Franciscan Con
vent, your humble servant with the Provost o f the Cathe
dral, former student o f our Confrères at Neuss, we met at
the depot to start at three o’clock.
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Going to Schoenecken, passengers start from the Miirlenbach station situate on the line o f Cologne— Treves, and
famous as the birthplace o f the Blessed Bertrada, grand
mother to Pepin the Short. It was to this city that the
celebrated Founder o f the new Kingdom o f the Franks
brought the precious Relic given by Pope Zachary to this
monarch, after having declared him K ing o f the Franks.
W e therefore went down to Miirlenbach where the ruins
o f ancient castles testify to the importance formerly enjoyed
by this village. Having at our disposal neither horse nor
carriage (there is no mail but that of the morning), we de
cided to make the three hours’ journey afoot. Fortunately,
there was a telegraph office whence I dispatched to the
pastor the following message: “ Sisters on the way, send
conveyance to meet them.” This was a happy thought;
for, after two hours up-hill travel, the carriage dispensed
us from the third hour, and we reached the end o f our
journey without being greatly fatigued.
Schoenecken means: “ Castle of the fair view,” and truly
the knights o f the olden time showed their exquisite taste
in choosing this rocky situation,the Castle being, at once, as
inaccessible to an enemy, as its site is picturesque.
The Sisters will visit and care for the sick in their own
homes; they will also have charge o f little children, as well
as young girls. The House will be opened after the next
taking o f the Habit, 26th instant. The Sisters are impa
tiently awaited by these good people.
I close by asking your paternal blessing for this first
House o f the diocese of Treves, which begins with three
Sisters; but the future is most promising.
Be pleased to accept, etc.
J. B.
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AUSTRIA.
Letter from

V ery

the Province, to

G. M u n g e r s d o r f , Visitor of

R ev.

V ery

R ev. A.

F ia t,

Superior General.

Segedin in Hungary, Dec. 3, I89G.

M

ost

H

onored

F

ather

,

Your blessing, if you phase !
Permit me, Most Honored Father, to communicate to
}o u the result of the Apostolic labors o f our Province o f
Austria, during the year 1896.
1. House of Gratz: Missions, 19; Retreats, 20- Indi
vidual Retreats, 63.
2. Algerdorf: The service o f Church, Renovation, 1;
Retreats, 2 ; Individual Retreats; 1 priest.
’
3. C illi: Missions,26; Retreats, 8 ; Individual Retreats4 priests.
9
4. Laibach: Missions, 14;
Retreats; 9 priests.

Retreats, 11;

Individual

5. Neudorf: Missions, 3 ; Retreats, 8 ; Individual Retreats; 3 priests.
6. Salzbourg: Retreats in the Central-House o f the Sis
ters o f Charity.
7. Schwarzaeh: Missions, 9; Retreat for priests, 1 • In 
dividual Retreats, 4.
8. Vienna: Missions,25; Renovations,3 ; Retreats 14Individual Retreats, 25.
9. Wahring: Missions, 16; Retreats, 3.
Deign to bless us, and believe ine, in the name o f all
our family here, Most Honored Father,
Y our very humble Son,

G.

M u n g e r s d o r f , i.

s. c.

m.

4*
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Letter from. R e v . F. M e d it s , Priest of the Mission, to
V

ery

Superior General.

R e v . A . F ia t ,

Vienna, Dec. 26, 1896.
M

ost

H

onored

F

a th e r

,

Your blessing, if you please!
I am sending you, as a New Year’s Gift, the translation
o f a letter from His Excellency, the Archduke Joseph;
you will see therein the lively faith which animates this
illustrious personage, as well as what he expects of us.
In begging your blessing, I remain, Most Honored
Father,
Your very obedient Son,
Ferdinand M e d it s , i . s . c . m .

Translation of the letter from the Archduke Joseph, to
Father Medits.
December 22, 1896.
V

ery

R ev. F ather,

My heart overflows with joy, seeing that the dearest wish of my soul is
about to be realized ; for, please G o d , your Congregation will soon be en
gaged in laboring for the salvation of souls at Pilis-Csaba.
My agent, the royal counsellor, Adolphe Sipits, has long awaited your
coming

5 have the goodness

to decide upon what day you can meet him at

Pilis-Csaba, that you may confer together upon this affair.
The conditions that I annex to this foundation are very simple.

I make

only one request of your Congregation, which is that you labor according
to your holy vocation for the salvation of the poor Hungarians, whom I
yearn to see brought into the right way.

And, if you can, ofter occasion

ally a Mass for my father, my son Ladislas, for my family and myself.
For the coming great feasts and for the New Year, I wish you and your
Confreres, the most abundant blessings from the Alm ighty, remaining ever
Your very sincere friend,
J o s e p h , m. p.
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BELGIUM.
A N S -L E Z -L IE G E .
The Houses of the Sisters of Charity were erected into
a Province, March 15, 1883. The first Visitatrix was
Sister Talbot, formerly Visitatrix o f the Province o f Cra
cow. The Seat of the Province was established at Ans,
near the city of Liege. This place was chosen because the
Community owned a large plot of ground there upon which
they might build; another reason that influenced the selec
tion was that Liege alone possessed as many establishments
as were to be found in all other sections of Belgium to
gether.
Whilst awaiting the proposed construction, the
Visitatrix asked hospitality of the House of Providence,
founded in the village of Ans, some years previous (June
9, 1883); she opened the Seminary there, the good will
by which all the Sisters were animated rendering the un
pretentious surroundings most acceptable. A Missionary,
the worthy Father Flagel, was appointed to direct the
Province and complete the Council-circle of the Commu
nity. The benevolent interest evinced from the commence
ment by Mgr. Doutreloux, Bishop o f Liege, towards the
Sisters and their works, has never suffered the slightest
diminution.
Forty-eight Houses now constitute the Province o f
Belgium.
Sister Talbot at once set about making arrangements for
the erection of the Central-House; the corner-stone was
blessed and laid March 15, 1884, and the building was com
pleted in 1885. Without waiting, howrever, until the last
touches were given, the Sisters took possession on the eve o f
the Feast o f the Translation of the Relics o f St. Vincent,
April 19th.
The house is large and stands apart from
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any other dwelling. A fine garden yields in abundance
both flowers and vegetables. The Central-House is also
the residence of the Yisitatrix and her Sister-Officers; the
Seminary or Novitiate is here; Sisters from other parts
of the Province come, in turn, to attend Spiritual Retreats
held during the year at the Central-House; and, from time
to time, others broken down by labor come hither for a
season o f rest to recruit their strength. Valuable services
are likewise rendered to the parish by the reunions o f a
Patronage o f young girls, the Association of Christian
Mothers, and o f the Ladies o f Charity.
Formerly a large hall served the purpose of a chapel;
but this was only a provisionary arrangement, the incon
venience whereof became daily more evident. The chapel
proper has just been completed, the corner-stone having
been laid about a year ago. It is connected with the
house by a corridor which extends into the garden.
Before devoting this new sanctuary to the sacred pur
poses for which it was intended, it was thought that a sim
ple blessing would suffice; but, the Bishop of Liege,
charmed with the beauty o f this chapel, wished to have it
consecrated. Therefore, despite the fatigue entailed by his
numberless duties, on the 27th of last April, he performed
the ceremony in every detail, and with all the pomp be
coming this liturgical function. An eye-witness, the R ev.
Canon Lucas, has transmitted the following account:
“ The date, April 27, 1897, will remain forever memo
rable in the archives of the Central-House of the Sisters
o f Charitv, at Ans.
“ To endow their Seminary with a church worthy of the
G o d who deigns to dwell in their midst; to form, also,
their legions of novices to that sweet and solid piety of
which they have need whilst mingling with the world, in
order to remain faithful to Him to whom they consecrate
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themselves by vow, the worthy Superioress had deter
mined to construct a spacious and beautiful chapel.
“ The desire had been realized.' The main altar had
just been finished. His Lordship, Mgr. Doutreloux, Bish
op o f Liege, when invited to bless the chapel, had
promised much more than had been asked: he came to
consecrate.
“ Accompanied by his Secretary, the Rev. Canon Lucas,
he arrived at the Central-House at half-past eight o’clock,
and was received by Rev. Father Chevalier, Assistant to
the Very Rev. Superior General, and Director o f the Sis
ters o f Charity; Father Bedjan, Director of the Sisters of
Charity o f the Province of Belgium; Father Schreiber,
Director o f the Sisters of Charity o f Cologne; the clergy o f
the parish, the Dean o f St. Martin at Liege, several semi
narians from the House of the Lazarists at Theux, accom
panied by their Director; and the Abbe Smets, Professor
o f Liturgy in the Seminary o f Liege.
“ The forty-eight Houses of the Sisters o f Charity in
Belgium were all represented by their worthy Superioresses ;
and if the flowers and bouquets, with the shields orna
mented with inscriptions lent to the entire house an air of
festivity, enhanced by garlands and oriflammes, no less
attractive was the picture presented by that multitude of
Sisters of Charity filling the space between the entrance
and the sanctuary. They were all grouped around the
Most Honored Mother Lamartinie, who had come from
Paris to take part in this touching feast, with Mother Derieux, Visitatrix o f the Province o f Belgium and former
Superioress o f the Company.
“ The impressive ceremonial commenced immediately af
ter the arrival of the Bishop, and ended at a quarter past
eleven; Father Bedjan then ascended the newly consecrated
Altar, and solemnly offered thereon the Holy Sacrifice.
“ After Mass, the Bishop expressed the joy that filled his
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heart whilst consecrating this church in honor of the Saered
Heart of J esus thus giving to the Sisters of Charity, a
new evidence of his grateful appreciation of the valuable
service they had rendered, in regard to the children, the
poor, and the sick, to whom their lives are devoted. He
added that it was a sweet consolation for him to deposit in
•the body of the altar the Relics o f St. Vincent de Paul and
of the Blessed Martyr, John Gabriel Perboyre, Finally,
addressing himself to the Sisters of Charity, he dwelt up
on the reasons- why they can now come with greater con
fidence than ever? to pray in this consecrated church, assist
there at Mass,, visit the august Prisoner of the Tabernacle,
alid nourish their souls in the Holy Communion with the
body and blood of Our Lord J esus C h r i s t ; he pointed
out to them how, under the protection of their Holy Found
er, they can renew themselves in fervor and prepare either
to pronounce or renew their vows.
“ This discourse so full of paternal goodness produced a
profound impression upon all present.
“ The church, spacious and well-lighted, is built after the
Roman style. Above the main altar, resting upon clouds,
appears the 3tatue o f the Sacred Heart of J e su s .
“ The altar itself, the gift o f a noble benefactor, is very
rich and beautiful. It is o f white marble, exquisitely
sculptured. Five steps form a fine elevation. Beneath
the table of the altar, is represented in bass-relief the scene
o f the disciples of Ernmaus recognizing their divine Master
in the breaking o f bread : Sculptured angels, on either
side of the bass-relief between the pillars, bear streamers
upoli which are inscribed: Mane nobiscum, Domine, quoniam advesperascit: Stay with us, Lord, for the evening
approaches.
“ On the altar-steps appear in golden characters, those
beautiful words o f the liturgy : 0 quam, suavis es, Domine!
How sweet Thou art, O L o r d !
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“ The Tabernacle and the canopy for exposition are of
copper-gilt, exquisitely wrought and sparkling with pre*
«dons stones.
“ In the altar-piece are four white marble statues rep
resenting the four Evangelists.
“ Two beautiful crowns of light attached to the sides of
the altar complete this magnificent work o f art.
“ The co mm un ion-rail is of white marble with small
pillars o f alabaster ; and a door of bronzed iron separates
the sanctuary from the body of the church, adding greatly
to the beauty o f the House of G o d .
“ We congratulate the Sisters o f Charity to have been
able to erect so beautiful a church, and we express the
wish that novices may throng thither, to be trained in the
Seminary surrounding this chosen sanctuary, to the prac
tice o f all the virtues which rank so high, in the love o f
the Church and the respect of the people, the Sisters of
Charity,”

SPAIN»
M A D R ID .
By way of making known the happy results obtained by
the Missions in Spain, we give the translation o f the R e
port of the first o f the eleven Missions preached by the
Missionaries <of Madrid, in 1895— 1896. Equally abun
dant have been also the fruits of the greater number of the
other Missions;
Nov. 29th, having received the blessing of His Excel
lency, and of the Assistant of the Visitor, the latter being
absent, we set out for Madrid, Fathers Léon Burgos, Cas
imir Arenzana, Joseph Quintas, and Brother Alonso, to
fulfil one of the most important duties of our Institute: that
o f giving Missions to the poor country people.
Filled with zeal, we reached our new field of labor, in
the village of Mostoles, about ten, a. m.
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W e were received with open arras, by the pastor, the
Municipal Council, and the people who had come in a
body to meet us at the station.
Arriving at the church, after the customary prayers and
reading of the letter of His Excellency, the Bishop, we
received the blessing of the pastor and thanked the popu
lation for its cordial welcome. The Mission being thus
opened, we withdrew to our comfortable residence.
From so favorable a beginning, we expected excellent
results; nor were we deceived: From the evening of that
same day, the attendance which was very large went on
increasing, until it would seem that all the inhabitants were
striving to profit by the grace o f the Mission.
How imposing the aspect o f the church of this village
during all the exercises of the Mission!
The harvest could not have been more abundant. First,
we had an admirable band at the children’s Communion;
three days later, another Communion more numerous and
impressive: that o f the young men and young girls of the
Hermitage of Our Lady of A ll Saints. The general Com
munion took place on the 13th, a memorable day, and one
o f sweet remembrance to the members o f this Catholic
population.
We heard the confessions o f not a few men who had not
practised for ten, twenty, thirty years, and more. Among
these, one of the principal citizens of the place, whose pleas
ure it had been to slander Religion, and who had never
previously made his appearance at church. He assisted
at all the exercises and made his confession with most edify
ing dispositions.
In this village, the enthusiasm was general and reached
almost a species o f delirium. Even the most inveterate
enemies were reconciled.
At the close o f the Mission, there was a very solemn
procession, for which the inhabitants of Mostoles brought
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<mt their ornaments and displayed their good taste in dec
orations for the streets through which it was to pass*
W e left early on the morning of the 14th, amid the
acclamations o f the people and the chanting of pious can
ticles, Many persons accompanied us to the next village,
where we are about to open another Mission.— Léon Burgos.
ST. L O U IS O F T H E F R E N C H , A T M A D R ID .
The Univers, November 24, 1896, published on the House of St. Louis o f
the French, at Madrid, now confided to the Priests of the Mission, and
near which the Sisters of Charity exercise their devotedness, a remarkable
study from which we have made some selections.

The strongest influence which France has ever been able to
exert is due to her traditions of generosity and devotedness.
Previous to the year 1789, it sufficed to exhibit to the
stranger our old Catholic foundations wherein the French
man, far from his native land, found a moral support and
material resources.
The book containing a narration o f the origin, the de
velopment, the customs, o f these charitable institutions,
would indeed be a curious volume; most touching:, and o f
a most profound social import.
Within these Houses: the poor, the sick, protected, wel
comed,cared for, under the flag of his own country. Without:
the ambassador, representing the moral force o f the King
extended over the most miserable o f his subjects. And, as
the bond o f union between the two extremes of humanity,
the hand o f the Priest and that o f the Sister o f Charity
ministering to the wounds of the body, whilst reinstating
the sinner in the grace and friendship o f G o d ,
In three words, we have the entire history o f our na
tional works; for the very name indicates the same origin
and the same end: Saint Louis des Français,
England, Flanders, Italy, Spain, Portugal, are well ac
quainted with these precious foundations; they witnessed,
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their birth, they saw them prosper or decline (for they
were not spared the vicissitudes of life), but they have
always found a large-hearted benefactor whose zeal sus
tained them.
In Spain, we find three of these foundations: at Madrid,
Barcelona, and at Cadiz.
I shall limit myself to the Establishment at Madrid,
after having briefly touched upon its Founder,

I
The better to comprehend this subject, Jet us transport
ourselves to the close of the sixteenth century, that period
o f grave anxiety, wherein Europe was struggling under
the fallacious novelties of the Renaissance, and the deadly
innovations of Reform; that period wherein France, es
pecially, played a terrible part in the momentous question,
with her national unity at stake: would she be Catholic or
Protestant? Then, in the conflict of ideas, amid the heat o f
the accidental contest, brave hearts were severely tried, and
not unfrequently was the same hand lifted successively to
pardon, and to strike. Who does not remember the League
and its monks who had taken up arms. At once priest and
soldier, an anomaly explained and justified by circum
stances ; such was the gentleman who founded at Madrid,
the work of St. Louis of the French,— Henry de Saureulx.
There came a day, when the peace restored to France
under the authority of Henry I V . who had returned to the
bosom of the Church, obviated further need of the services
o f the Leaguers. Henry de Saureulx had only to lay aside
his shield; he repaired to Spain whither his new duties
impelled him; at Madrid, he hung up his sword beside a
statue of the Blessed Virgin, and resumed his sacerdotal
functions. Philip I I I ., whom he had valiantly served as
a soldier, was not ungrateful and, in appointing him Court
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Chaplain, assigned his old captain an important abbey.
His residence being fixed at Madrid, Father deSaureulx
turned his attention to his unfortunate countrymen whose
sad condition impressed him deeply; for, the poor are not
rare in Spain; and a Frenchman, sick and destitute could
scarce find entrance into the crowded hospitals.
He thought of founding an institution exclusively for
them. France was becoming a mighty and powerful na
tion, Besides these miserable creatures, there were other
Frenchmen residing at Madrid: a chapel for them would
render the enterprising work fully complete; rich or poor,
they would live, at least at certain hours, upon French soil ;
and he placed his entire foundation under the patronage of
the most Christian o f our kings: St. Louis. This was in
August, 1613.
Father deSaureulx consecrated all his revenues, then
his whole fortune to this generous project His design, so
grand, so patriotic, had been realized. In 1620, Louis
X I I I , granted an annual appropriation of eight hundred
dollars to the French Hospital, at Madrid,
N o precaution— and many were requisite, so far from
the mother-country and in times o f frequent struggle be
tween the two nations— no precaution was neglected: all
authorities religious or civil consecrated the foundation. It
was solemnly conceded that the Hospital should be re
served exclusively to the French, the direction and adminis
tration fulfilled by a French priest, assisted by a council of
four deputies, chosen among the members o f the French
Colony. For its location the heart o f the city was selected,
in a popular street, a few paces from the Puerto, del Sol; the
Abbé Saureulx fixed his residence there, and lived between
his poor and his church. At his death, he left all he pos
sessed to St, Louis o f the French ; he had already secured
the success o f his work in confiding its direction to the
Fathers o f the Oratory.
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During the following centuries, the foundation was af
fected by many vicissitudes. And how could it be other
wise? Always regularly served by zealous priests, St. Loui&
of the French had its day o f trial; now abundance, anon
penury, marked the changeful intervals; the number o f
persons received, varied also; however, at the close of the
seventeenth century aid most have been given to more than
three thousand. Hotel and hospital throve in turn, with
some intermission up to the time of the Revolution. Then
everything fell into ruin.
At the epoch of the Concordat, Napoleon pretended to
revive what he called,a privilege of the crown of France; hisenergies were absorbed in less praiseworthy enterprises. By
the irony of fate, it was Talleyrand, who managed this
matter, claiming for His Catholic Majesty, the ancient
rights of His Most Christian Majesty. His letters rela
tive to this question may be found in the archives of For
eign Affairs. Joseph Bonaparte named a rector in 1808:
the work was resumed, and thenceforward its traditions re
main unbroken.
II.
Secular priests had been charged with this foundation,
but from the year 1874, it was handed over to the Lazarists; it was fitting that this foreign work o f charity be
confided to the Sons o f St. Vincent de Paul; their apti
tude for Missionary labors marked them out for a post
wherein tact and simplicity should go, hand in hand, with
devoted charity.
During the first half of the present century, if St. Louis
o f the French was still the church of our compatriots,—if
a French rector continued to minister to their spiritual wants,
if the offices of the Church were celebrated after the man
ner of the mother-country,— if the sick poor were occa
sionally received, yet it cannot be denied that this hospice,
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reduced to one poorly equipped room, was no longer wor
thy either o f France, or o f charity.
The thousand quibbles which, from time immemorial, had
sprung up between the two authorities Spanish and French,
through constant diplomatic intercourse, were aggravated
during the period o f civil war, and amid the military pronundamentos which rent Spain with dissensions.
Finally, in 1851, our ambassador Mr. de Bourgoiug,
strove to rescue the work from a position which from being
precarious had become false. He declared that the French
Hospital would be open as formerly, fully persuaded that
charity must readily furnish the necessary means in sup
port o f his generous venture; and, to give the example,
that very day, he sent his own bed for the sick. So noble
and charitable a course well became a gentleman o f the
French school: the Colony followed his movement, re
sources were collected, the poor were visited, and six beds
provided for the gravest cases.
It was only in 1876, that a definite Convention was re
solved-upon between the two nations: this Convention fa
vored a wide developement o f the French works, augmented
our influence, secured an asylum to the needy, and a hospi
tal to the sick: all blending in harmony. Thanks to this
convention, despite the trials through which we have passed,
we can, to-day, point with pride to St. Louis of the French
at Madrid.
1
The noble patronage of the two governments protects
the establishment o f St. Louis.
To the grand almoner o f the King o f Spain belongs the
spiritual jurisdiction.
To the French ambassador, the temporal administration.
With the consent o f Spain, France names the rector, who
must be a Frenchman.
Matters being thus agreed upon, we can take thought
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for the future, as the uncertain state of aifairs alone par~
alyzed the generosity of our Colony.
In 1879, in the barrio de Salamanca, in the ninth section,
a healthful locality, surrounded by elegant new roads, the
corner-stone of a hospital was laid. In the year follow
ing, Jan. 17, 1881, the official inauguration took place in
presence of the King and Queen of Spain, the Infantas,
and Admiral Jaures, French ambassador. The fifty-five
thousand dollars requisite for the purchase of the ground
and the construction of the buildings had been collected.
Once more, prosperity had dawned, brightening our pros
pects even as in the days o f the Abbe Saureulx.
The Hospital, with thirty beds free of charge, where any
patient, simply in his quality of Frenchman, is admitted
without distinction of creed} a Sanitarium, with six pay
wards for our compatriots who wish the attendance of
French physicians; a Home, for old men; Night-lodging8,
for the poor, wherein food is provided, consultations gratis,
and three days7 hospitality are guaranteed to each person:
these constitute this group o f Christian works. All the min
istrations are discharged by the Daughters o f St. Vincent
de Paul; how perfectly, it is needless to say! They live
among the sick, are present at the physicians visit, and are
lavish of their attentions to the objects of their care.
The following estimate speaks eloquently: during the
past two years, two hundred and sixty patients were re
ceived, term of sickness, eleven thousand days; three hun
dred and eighty persons furnished with lodging, shelter
given for one thousand, three hundred nights; four thou
sand, two hundred repasts provided; four hundred gratis
consultations; and, only twelve deaths.
The receipts necessary to defray these expenses are, in
part, derived from a College of young girls, contiguous to
the Church of St. Louis, directed by the Sisters of Charity,
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attended by one hundred and seventy-five day-scholars,
and where French is taught.
The Marquis de Reverseaux, our ambassador, has ob
tained from the government seven thousand dollars for an
addition to the hospital; the annex is finished, furnishing
room for eight more old men, six orphan girls; and the
night-lodgings admit o f five more beds.
The Church remains in the central and populous quarter,
as its Founder intended.
This sanctuary offers all the resources both religious and
liturgical which a Catholic Frenchman can desire. He
grows stronger, perhaps, in his daily contact with the ro
bust faith of the Spaniard; but, well satisfied also to tem
per this ardor in the more congenial atmosphere o f our
national piety
Rebuilt, in 1854, this spacious chapel preserves its old
characteristic, unpretentious, but most grateful to the eye;
one feels at home there, and everything concurs to render
this blessed soil like a sacred corner o f the exile’s native
land.
A t Madrid, it is our church; in its tribune, surrounded
by the household of the Embassy, our ambassador truly
represents France, and the august ceremonies so worthily
celebrated, readily bring to mind the true grandeur o f our
country, inseparable to the eyes of the stranger as to our
own, from our privilege as a Catholic nation.
G eoffrey
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Madrid, Hospital of St. Louis of the French,
calle de Claudio Coello, Feb. 15, 1897.
M

ost

H

onored

M

o th er

,

The grace of our Lord be with us forever !
I would that the description of our religious ceremony,
Feb. 2 nd, had fallen to a more skilful pen than mine. I
shall, however, send you a few words referring to the oc
casion o f the inauguration o f our new chapel, that you may
see that however insignificant your children o f St. Louis
Hospital may be, they have days of joy and consolation
vouchsafed them.
Mgr. de Sion reserved to himself the solemn blessing o f
our chapel. Being due at the Royal Palace for the bless
ing of the candles on the 2 nd, it was on Monday, the eve,
that he came to bless our new sanctuary. There were pres
ent at our beautiful service: Mgr. the Bishop of Bayonne,
who was passing through Madrid, being the guest of the
Lazarists; the ambassador, his secretaries, the members of
our committee, a large number of ecclesiastics and all our
own household. Before concluding, Mgr. Sion congratu
lated the ambassador on having erected the House of G o d .
beside that o f the poor; reminding us, in touching terms,
hat the poor are for us the representatives of the good G o d .
He closed in expressing the hope that the Home of G o d
may be throughout eternity that of the poor, as well as of
those who shall have loved and aided them during life.
On Monday, at 10 a.m., the Bishop o f Bayonne cele
brated the first Mass in our chapel.
The candles were
blessed before Mass.
On this day, the attendance was
much larger than on the previous evening, there being a
great concourse o f faithful from all ranks of the Colony.
The galleries, the corridor^ leading to the chapel, were
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thronged; many Sisters had come from the different Houses
of Mr^rid. The orphan girls from Santa-Isabel, by their
per foe rendition o f our French canticles greatly enhanced
the loveliness of our feast.
After the Gospel, the Bishop o f Bayonne congratulated
the ambassador and all our benefactors on the Dart taken
by them in the new constructions which tend to develop
our works, thus providing more amply for the needs of the
Colony. After Mass the rector in eloquent terms, and in
the name of all, thanked the ambassador and our benefac
tors for having contributed to our work. Every one was
impressed by this admirable address.
The ceremony ended, we had benediction o f the Blessed
Sacrament, and the Te Deum was chanted. Those who had
the happiness o f assisting at this first service, will long
preserve the sweet remembrance o f the favor.
Our Sisters who had been present, took dinner with us,
whilst the Bishops, the Missionaries, and all noted person
ages o f Fiench society, were invited to the Embassy.
I beg you, Most Honored Mother, to help us to thank
the divine Master, for the blessings which He lavishes upon
our humble establishments, and to entreat Him to aid us
in faithfully corresponding thereto, by devoting ourselves
unreservedly to His service. In these sentiments, I am
^aPPy? Most Honored Mother, to sign myself,
Your very humble and obedient child,
Sister Trémoulet,
U. d. o. c. s. o. t. p. s.

5*
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POLAND.
Account furnished by R e v . F a t h e r S o k o l o w ic z , Priest o f
the Mission, relative to the Missions given in Galicia, during
the year 1896.
For six years it lias pleased G od to revive in our Prov
ince of Poland, the exercises o f the Missions after an inter
ruption o f nearly ten years, for want of laborers. The soil
which Providence destined us to cultivate appears well
prepared for the Gospel seed; besides, G od never fails to
hasten to the aid o f His servants,so that the results of our
labors, even the humblest, are, often, very consoling. Our
truly worthy people afford us much joy, and the good ac
complished amongst them encourages us to glorify G o d .
I shall confine ray account to the Missions given during the
year 1896, in this Province of Poland.
I.
Z gorsko . — Last year, we began our Missionary labors
at Z g o r sk o , a village in the diocese of Tarnow. The Rev.
pastor had, before his ordination, assisted at our Missions;
he was very happy to see the good we effected which, he at
tributed to the simplicity o f language that characterizes
our sermons. So soon as he was ordained priest and pro
moted to the office of pastor, he earnestly entreated us to
give a Mission in his parish. The environs of Zgorsko, are
desert-like in aspect; the soil is arid, the people,yet behind
the times, imbued with old-fashioned ideas; but, endowed
with noble hearts. Poverty, their ancestral heritage, has
preserved them from corruption of morals and an effemi
nate life. Modern socialists often propagate their fatal,
perverse doctrine in Poland, but thanks be to G o d , they
have not yet reached our village o f Zgorsko. The people
are strongly attached to the Holy See and our holy faith.
The generosity o f the inhabitants and their offerings to the
church are sometimes surprising. These poor people live
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on very ungrateful soil; which fact accounts for the num
bers that emigrate to Saxony, Hungary, and even America,
Despite this, so soon as a collection is announced they
willingly give, to their last cent. We knew a parishioner
who purchased for several churches, chalices costing five
hundred florins, banners, statues, without number. At last,
he built a chapel at his own expense. The same benefactor
perceiving that the new pastor could not meet the many
expenses that faced him upon his arrival, ofFered one
thousand florins, saying: “ I beg you to accept this money,
if some day you can return it, well and good; if not, A l
mighty G od will indemnify me.”
Our Mission, in this place, occurred very early in the
spring. The climate is extremely severe at this season and
snow-storms are frequent. This is, moreover, a very scatter
ed parish. Several villages are at a distance o f ten or twelve
kilometers from the parish church; there was, nevertheless,
a large attendance daily, from morning until evening. T o
enable the whole parish to participate in the retreat, we
divided it into series.
1. Women and girls together:
2 . Men, young and old. When, necessary we made four divisons: each came separately; but all united for some
exercises. The women numbered one thousand; girls, sev
en hundred. Young men, five hundred, those o f more
advanced years, eight hundred. Nearly all made their
confessions. The fruit of this Mission was the practice o f
general confessions. The pastor, his curate, and some other
clergymen assisted us.
At the conclusion o f the Mission, a cross was erected in
presence of a crowd. We may judge o f the number by
the following incident. The organist was to repair from
the sacristy to the choir, to accompany the singing o f the
Te Deam ; seeing the impossibility of making his way
through the crowd, it occurred to his mind to rise above it;
so, gliding, now over their heads, and carried anon in their
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arms, as if - swimming through the crowd, he reached the
choir and performed his allotted duty.
II.
C z a w n i c a (Szczawnica). This place is celebrated for
its pure atmosphere, pleasant position, and, chiefly for its
mineral Springs. Many invalids from the surrounding
country, and a number of strangers annually visit this
place. The church is magnificent and the Rev. pastor di
rects his parishioners with wonderful ability and success.
Under G o d , the splendid results are attributable to his in
defatigable efforts, which cause a parish exposed to many
scandals, to be distinguished for morality and extraordi
nary piety.
The mountaineers are poor: the rocks are of course un
productive and merely offer beautiful, picturesque views to
charm the eye. The people draw from visiting tourists the
means of subsistence. Some years ago, it was the custom
to drive travelers around on Sundays and holydays; but
this, the present pastor abolished. So far has he succeeded,
that when it is necessary to leave the place on a Sunday or
holyday of obligation, Czawnica can be searched in vain,
for a driver willing to accept the offers of the tourists.
We were edified in church by the school children. At
High Mass, the organ was silent during the Offertory, the
Elevation and at the Communion, and a child read aloud
appropriate acts. Young girls from the mountains have
learned, under the direction o f the Rev. curate, the Gre
gorian Chant and sing at the Credo: Patrem omnipotentem
and the rest just as sung at the Cathedral. Amongst us,
this is rare in country parishes, where there is no fund al
lotted to the maintenance o f a choir.
The Redemptorist Fathers had given a Mission in this
parish, prior to our coming; we had, therefore, 110 difficul
ty about general confessions.
One element remains, that seems irradicable, although
Missions are given annually: The Jews. They are the
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greatest scourge of our poor Galicia. I f we sometimes hear
in other places, that the inhabitants of these parts are in
temperate, we may always add that it is attributable to the
Jews. The constitution grants them equality of rights;
and, they avail themselves of this privilege and study by
every means to destroy our people, to get possession of all
inns, wine-shops and trade in liquors, and always adulter
ate their liquors. The poor people, ignorant and credulous,
are easily deceived. At Czawnica the Jews occupy entire
streets. Inns have been built and Christian associations
have been founded, but the Jews contrive to penetrate every
where and, by their stratagems, bring things to such a pass
that these Associations are speedily dissolved. After the
Mission, a new Society was established; at the head of
which is the Rev. pastor. We now have reason to hope
that this Society will prove a success. The number of con
fessions amounted to two thousand.

Missions in the Diocese of Cracow.
In the diocese of Tarnow, the pastors invite us to give
Missions: In Cracow, Mgr. the prince-bishop invites us,
that is to say, he desires Missions to be given in every
parish o f the deanery, where the canonical visitation is to
be made. The Missions given in response to the Rev. pas
tors’ invitations are the more successful, because we can re
ly upon their support and aid. The pastor, himself, pre
pares his people for the Mission. In official Missions,
given at the bishop’s request, it frequently happens that,
the Mission, being enforced, is looked upon as a malum necessarium. The parishioners wish to drive through it like
a storm, then they speedily relapse into their former con
dition. This is a hard trial to the Missionary. But, thanks
be to G o d , such accidents now rarely occur.
These Missions, however, have likewise a good side: I f
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the adjoining parishes are stirred up, the whole country im
proves. Then when men meet at Fairs, or on other holiday
gatherings, neighbors do not destroy the profit others have
reaped; they confirm one another in well-doing. Whilst
after scattered Missions, it is more difficult for them to
persevere.
During the spring of the current year, we gave four
Missions near Cracow.
R t jd a w a .— There are over four thousand souls in this
parish. Only eight days could be allowed to this Mission;
consequently, but two divisions could be formed and a
much greater amount of labor awaited us. Formerly, ex
cellent and venerable priests labored for the salvation o f
the people. Among others, His Em. Cardinal Dunajewski
o f venerable memory, prince-bishop o f Cracow, who died
three years ago, was vicar o f that place.
At present, this
parish is blessed with an excellent and zealous pastor;
the people are pious and well trained. During the Mission,
we were forced there, also, to oppose the Jews. The peo
ple were much excited against them. There was a Catho
lic hotel in the place and there was question o f detaching
the people from the Jews forever, to prevent them from
furtively frequenting their taverns, masonic entertain
ments, or any amusements whatever. And, in this we
succeeded.
The inhabitants of a little hamlet have given us an ex
ample o f their tenacity : This hamlet, although miserably
poor, had, notwithstanding, the honor o f never harboring a
Jew. Not long ago, two Jews went there to settle. They
walked a long time up and down the village, seeking a
dwelling, but found none. Unfortunately, a widow, covet
ous of the small pittance they offered, gave them shelter
under her own roof. The inhabitants begged the Mission
aries to remedy this misfortune. We merely alluded to
the fact in church. The consequence was, that this widow’s
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two daughters, returning home from church, after listen
ing to the Missionary, refused to dine until their mother had
dismissed the Jews. That very evening the latter left the
village secretly.
The Rev, pastor is known, esteemed, and loved through
out the country, and the neighboring priests came, readily
and in large numbers, to our aid as well as several Religious
from Cracow, when the harvest o f souls began. The Re
ligious priests arrived with each division. With their
assistance we heard the confessions of fourteen hundred
women and girls; and of twelve hundred men and boys.
All joined the Temperance Society. The Mission lasted
from the 12 th to the 20thr of April.
P a w o l k o w i c e .— In this parish, we began our work
the 26th o f April, and concluded on May 2nd. The parish
is very small, very poor; but the people are pious, obe
dient, and moral. The pastor, an excellent and zealous
priest, is loved as a Father in the midst of his children.
When his voice is lifted in the church, every one is touched.
For a long time, his flock numbered some notorious drunk
ards. Some were converted, others came to a miserable
end. One was frozen to death in a field, a second, falling
from a rock, was killed: and another, it seems, drowned
himself. All these calamities gave the people so great a
disgust for brandy that, at the present day, Pawolkowice
is noted for the temperance of its citizens. And, wherever
this virtue exists among the people, perfection flourishes.
The inhabitants o f Pawolkowice edified us by their ex
actness and obedience; we often find parishes in which
men require urging to make them punctual to the exercises
and sermons of the Mission, because they only come at
the hours when the services o f the parish usually take
place: on Festivals or Sundays. But, another order is
observed during the exercises o f a Mission. To bring
them to church early every morning, promptness is insist
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ed upon and. as all have not time-pieces, they are told
to come at cock-crow or at the “ Rorate.” In Poland, the
votive Mass “ Rorate” is solemnly celebrated very early in
the morning; the people assemble in great crowds. The
following morning at half-past three o’clock we were sleep
ing, and the parishioners were singing hymns in front o f
the church.
There are several marble quarries in these parts and
nearly all the men are stone-cutters. Even children know
how to carve and polish marble. To gain a livelihood
they repair to Cracow, or, farther still. But on Sundays,
they return to the parish where they attend the services of
the Church and go to confession. With the help of the
Rev. discalced Carmelites, whose convent is in the vicinity
of Pawolkowice Czerna, we heard nearly eight hundred
confessions. All, without hesitation, joined the Temper
ance Society.
PoRCBA-ZEGOTY(read: Porimba-Gegoty).— May 10th,
fifth Sunday after Easter, we opened a Mission at Porcra
Zegoty, The parish is thickly populated; counting over
four thousand souls. We could not hope for much assist
ance from our neighbors, because there is only one convent
at a short distance hence. Besides, it was the busiest season
for pastors; and the services o f the Rogation days, with
the exercises of the month o f M a r y did not permit them
to leave their parishes. We had, likewise, to abridge our
stay, on account o f work awaiting us, and to comply with
the request of other pastors.

The Mission lasted eight days, that is to say, from the
10 th, to the 18th, of May. The people o f this parish re
semble those already described; they are temperate, resign
ed to their lot in life, and pious. That which greatly pleased
us, is the custom existing among the people o f these vil
lages, even with those at the greatest distance, o f attending
their parish church in preference to any other, on Sundays
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&nd holydays of obligation. Going to church and return
ing from it, they assemble in groups, and sing on the way
religious canticles. The Rev. Bernardine Fathers o f Aliverna helped us in our task with zeal and perseverance. The
parish priests were exhausted by their labors— and we were
very much fatigued by the duties of that Mission. The
number o f weman and girls in attendance amounted to
fourteen hundred; of men and boys, twelve hundred. All
joined the Temperance Society.
R y b n a . — We began our Mission at Rybna, Whitmonday.
It is the last parish in this deanery.
After the
Veni Creator, the Rev. pastor harangued his people, affec
tionately and fervently; explaining the importance of the
Mission; and urging them to profit by it. The counte
nance of this venerable old man awakened pity and ad
miration: When he began to speak, the church resounded
with sighs and groans. This priest had been one of our
seminarians at Stradom, a pupil o f Father Golaszewki of
venerable memory, and, he is heartily attached to the Con
gregation of the Mission. He daily spoke o f his revered
Professor. The parish is an image o f the one we had just
served.
The people are amiable, humble and pious.
Throughout the parish, there was but one man who neglect
ed his religious duties; for a long while, he had neglected
to attend church; and, naturally, he had no idea o f at
tending the Mission, But neighbors surrounded his cottage,
and so urged him, that the poor man was tormented; and,
willing or not, he felt compelled to go to church. This
brought about his conversion. He went to confession; and
from that time, incessantly bewailed his past life and re
peated these words: “ My G o d , I wTas living like a beast,
but, at last, the Mission opened my eyes.75 It seems that
it was not ill-will that kept him from church, but rather
weakness of mind.
During this eight-day Mission we
heard with the assistance of the priests of Cracow and
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vicinity, in the first division, sixteen hundred women ; \u
the second, fifteeu hundred men. All, consequently were*
aggregated to the Temperance Society.
(To be continued..)

TURKEY.
C O N S T A N T IN O P L E ,

Letter from

S is t e r

C

L

e l in e

ihe Sisters of Charity., to the

R

e v

.

eq u ette

D

,

Vmtatrix o f
of Catholic

ir e c t o r

Missions»
Constantinople, Galata, House of Providence, October 5, 1896.
R

e v

. F

a th e r

D

ir e c t o r

;

We can assure you, that whatever account may have
reached you o f our calamities, it must fall short of the
truth. These scenes of devastation, murder and barbarity
are indescribable. The Turks did not attempt to make a
distinction between the rebels and the innocent, they vented their wrath indiscriminately upon all Armenians. Even
Greeks perished in the turmoil. So great was the slaugh
ter, during the first days, that blood flowed in streams
through the streets. Whole bands of men were being con
stantly imprisoned. But, alas! What became o f them ?
We are assured that every night, multitudes were conveyed
to the Armenian cemetries.
At present, an apparent calm does not prevent further
imprisonment. Anxiety continues general and a great
number of families are forsaking the city to escape danger;
or, because all business being paralyzed, they go elsewhere
to seek a livelihood.
Add to so many unfortunates, forsaken children who have
none to look to but ourselves and the impossibility o f col%>

7

*
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Secting the usual alms on account of wide-spread misery and
.general business stagnation, and you will have an idea of
our actual situation.
I am confident that, owing to this sad emergency, yon
will accord us, with the least possible delay, the assistance
which I now humbly and earnestly solicit of you.
Since writing the foregoing, war broke out between
Turkey and Greece. Thessaly was the battle-field and the
Turks were victorious. The insurrection of the Island of
Crete gave rise to this struggle. European powers desired,
after the massacre, to grant its independence, butsGreece
^claimed its annexation. Turkish troops passed in great
numbers to Salonika on their way to the scene o f warfare;
Hev. Father Heudre, Superior of the Mission, bears testi
mony to the fact that their passage occasioned no disorder,
and that Turkish authorities respected his recommendations
in favor o f the Greeks, who had recourse to his influence.
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T R A V E L S IN T H E H O LY LA N D .

(Continued 1 .)
November 1 0 th, exactly one month from date o f m y
arrival, I began my travels across the Holy Land.
This road is, without doubt, the one trodden by Our
Lord many, many times. Hail, blessed road ! We pur
sue thee in company with our divine Redeemer and in un
ion with His toilsome journeys in quest o f souls!
Our party numbers four; An Alsatian priest, whom
His Excellency, the Patriarch, kindly assigned me as a
guide, the most estimable and gentle Abbot Heidet, than
whom there is probably no one more familiar with the Holy
Land and its sacred memories; our dear sub-deacon, Broth
er Klinkemberg, and your humble servant; finally, “ the
monk re/ 7 a groom in charge o f our horses and provisions.
Mounted on fine Arab steeds, we took the road to Da
mascus, leading us northward. As we reached the last
eminence that hid the Holy City from our view, we turned
to cast a last and reverent glance upon the scene o f our
Redemption.
With difficulty could we tear ourselves away from its
magic influence, that seemed as if it would fain constrain
us to remain upon that sacred soil. But we were compelled
to depart, and that too, without delay. At five o’clock,
we reached Ramalla, a large, and almost entirely, Christian
village, where I met the worthy pastor who had attended
the clerical Retreat I had recently conducted.
On the way, we saluted, to our left, Gabaa, Saul’s birth
place; Nebi-Samuel, (ancient Gabaon). Rama, on the
( l ) See Vol. IV., p. 250.
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right, Anathos, native land o f the prophet Jeremías, and
Machmas. A short league before reaching Ramalla, my
attention was called to a large Christian village, visited
once a month, by three o f our good Sisters from Jerusalem,
to attend the sick. So soon as the white cornettes are per
ceived, in the distance, the flag is hoisted on the church to
notify the villagers that the Doctors, as they are called,
have arrived; and the sick and ailing hasten from every
direction to be treated. Then, St. Vincent’s Daughters
set to work: dressing wounds, distributing medicines, bap
tizing dying children, consoling the afflicted, edifying all:
and towards evening, rich in merits, they return to their
own dwellings.
The day following, after celebrating the Holy Sacrifice,
we resumed our pilgrimage.
Maspath, (now El Eire,
where, according to tradition, M a r y and Joseph first re
marked the absence o f the Child, J e su s ): Bethel, where
the Patriarch Jacob beheld the mysterious ladder between
Heaven and earth: Remon, celebrated for the six hun
dred Benjamites saved from destruction (Judges X X . , 4 7 ):
Silo, place o f the tabernacle and the A rk: Cairoth, native
place o f the wretched Judas Iscariot, all appeared in suc
cession— that is to say, their ruins, along our route, until
about 3 o’clock, we reached Jacob’s Well, and faced ancient
Sichem, now, Naplouse, the native city o f St. Justin, martyr.
Recalling to mind the words of the Gospel: Jesus ergo
fatigatus ex itinere, sedebat sic supra fontum (St. John, I V .
6 ), “ J e su s , therefore, being wearied with His journey, sat
thus on the well.” We, also, stopped and rested for the
space o f half an hour, our thoughts dwelling upon the
memorable scene with the Samaritan woman. My G od !
what rest! Seated near Jacob’s well, on the border o f the
meadowr where is still to be found the tomb o f the Patri
arch Joseph, at the entrance of the “ Illustrious Valley”
6
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where Abraham adored the true G o d ; here, on our left,
rose the Mountain of Gerazim, on which stands a meanlooking Mahometan temple; and, to the right, is Hebal,
where Joshua assembled the Twelve Tribes, who, there,
solemnly swore to observe the commandments o f G o d .
Besides the spiritual consolation we derived from the
memory of the Saviour’s journey, this delay secured us the
advantage o f escaping a tumultuous scene, taking place at
that very hour, in the adjacent city. Ten thousand re
served troops levied by the Sultan’s order to march against
the Armenian Christians, and who were actually encamped
about the city, traversed the streets, yelling like madmen:
“ Death to the Christians!” They had just ended their
fanatical procession, and could be seen standing in front o f
their tents on the vast plain that separates Jacob’s Well
from the city.
The whole population, in Sunday garb (it was Friday,
the Mussulman’s Sabbath), seemed astir. You can under
stand that our arrival was, to this frenzied crowd, a signal
to renew their cries of rage. A little girl gave the signal
and, in a few moments, nothing could be heard but cries
of: “ Death to those dogs o f Christians!”
In my ignorance of the Arab tongue, I thought they were
manifestations o f joy and enthusiasm;— above all, when
the girls accompained these acclamations with clapping
of hands; but, when, a few minutes later, stones and other
missiles were leveled at our heads, we understood that the
matter was serious. Our guide, the Abbot Heidet, looked
for a less crowded path; and we, finally, succeeded in en
tering the city and reaching the Catholic presbytery. We
were most cordially received. But, as the doors had been
partially shattered, and the night did not lead us to hope
for better things, we did not retire until we had made a
serious preparation for death. Happily, our fears proved
groundless; and, after a good night’s rest we were agree
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ably surprised to find ourselves alive in our beds. We
hastened, however, to depart from this uncongenial place ;
and, after having offered the Holy Sacrifice and returned
cordial thanks to the excellent priest condemned to stand
his ground, with his two hundred Catholics, against thirty
thousand fanatical Turks, we entered the “ Illustrious
Valley” from the opposite side o f the city, to continue our
journey across Samaria.
As no remarkable incident occurred during the rest of
our pilgrimage, and it is time to conclude this account, I
will merely enumerate the several stations we reached;
leaving you to imagine the impressions produced upon the
soul of a Christian, whilst walking in the very footsteps
of the Redeemer, contemplating the scenes honored by His
divine glance, and inhaling the air that sustained His mor
tal life.
It is Saturday: After a journey o f some hours,— Sama
ria appears in view, on a hill which we ascended in or
der to venerate the sepulchres o f St. John the Baptist and
o f the Prophets Eliseus and Abdias.
We, also, hailed from afar, the Land o f Dothan, where
Joseph was sold by his brethren; and, not far from that
spot, the mountain where, according to our cicerone,
stood Bethulia, the theatre o f Judith’s famous victory. To
avoid a second meeting with the soldiers, we turned a little
aside from the main road, and slept tranquilly in the Cath
olic village of Sebabde, near the humble abode o f the excel
lent pastor.
The next day, Sunday, we crossed Djenine, a city sit
uated on the frontiers o f Samaria, where our Lord healed
the ten lepers. What a panorama! Before us stretched the
vast plain of Esdrelon, or Magiddo, bounded on the South,
by the mountains o f Samaria, on the East, by the moun
tains o f Gil boa, on the West, by the Carmel’s chain and
on the North, by the mountains o f Galilee; whence we
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perceive, gleaming under the Sun’s golden rays, the white
homes of Nazareth; and further eastward, Thabor’s coni
cal summit.* the end of our day’s journey.
We enter upon that celebrated plain, we wander for a
time, along the mountains o f Gilboa and, on our way
salute the stream where Gedeon gave his soldiers to drink,
and where he selected his three hundred braves. The vil
lage of End or, where Saul learned his doom from Samuel,
who appeared to him on the eve of battle, is concealed from
our view by a mountain, but which is not distant; and we
are there told that the race o f witches is not yet extinct.
Towards eleven o’ clock, we cross Jezreel, now Serine, the
ancient Capital of the kings of the Ten Tribes, now a miser
able village, and along the road,the names o f the prophet
Elias,of King Achab, of the detestable Jezabel, and unfortu
nate Naboth engage our thoughts. At noon, we partake o f
a frugal repast under shadow o f the lemon and the fig trees
o f Sunam(now Solem.) We are in the country o f Abishag,
o f the Sunamite o f the Canticle of Canticles, o f the Sunamite that lodged the prophet Eliseus who, by his prayer,
obtained for her a son and, brought him back to life, when
killed by asun-stroke. The village is situated at the foot o f
little Hermon, which we had afterwards to double, to reach
Naim, in a few hours; there, a small church commemo
rates the spot where J e s u s restored to life the widow’s son;
Naim, however, is at this day, but a poor Arabian village.
After a short, delay, we again descended into the plain and
at about five o’clock reached the foot o f Mount Thabor.
Again, a painful ascent brought us, within an hour, to the
spot where the divine Saviour manifested Himself in His
glory, and, where, now, in a small chapel belonging to
the Franciscan Fathers, He hides Himself under the sac
ramental veil. With what consolation on the following
morning, I offered upon that summit, the divine Sacrifice.
May I never abuse these favors! But we must quit these
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holy places where St. Peter exclaimed: £iIt is good for us
to be here !” And, in effect, having thanked the good
Franciscan Fathers, we descended from the opposite side.
At noon, we reached the banks o f Lake Genesareth
where I had to remain some days to transact business with
the Association in Palestine, as I remarked at the beginning
o f this account. How many things could be related about
this sojourn! But we must conclude. We dined with the
Franciscans at Tiberias, after which we sauntered along
the shores of the Lake, transfigured by the rays of the set
ting sun into a scene of fairy-like beauty. We passed
through several small villages, one of which, Magdal, re
called to our minds, the blessed penitent, the friend of
J e s u s , who there possessed a castle, to which she owes the
name o f Magdalen. Finally, we reached our Hospital,
Tab’gha. (See beginning of this account).
Two entire days on the banks o f Lake Genesareth, a
bath in this blessed water, a repast on its fishes.— Contem
plating its shores, recalling to memory the discourses,
the miracles, the divine life of Our Saviour, etc., etc., what
happiness! An indisposition, the consequence o f our fatiguing journey and lack o f wholesome food, then, the excessive
heat that always pervades this low country, forbade us to
prolong our stay; and, Thursday morning, we again start
ed in the direction o f Nazareth. Towards noon, we reached
Kefer Kenna, supposed to be the ancient Cana o f Galilee;
then, a short visit to the house (transformed into a church)
that house favored by our Saviour’s first miracle ; after
my Confrères had done justice to a dinner offered them by
a good Franciscan Father, a Bavarian, I believe (for my
part, I had not eaten for several days), we continued our
somewhat painful journey across the mountains of Galilee.
It was almost night when we entered the Holy City,
theatre o f the Incarnation o f the Son of G o d , o f the child6*
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hood of the Redeemer, of that hidden, sublime life o f the
holiest of families. We passed beside M a r y ’s Fountain,
just then disgraced by a disedifying dispute among several
women who had come to draw water. Entering the beau
tiful hospital o f the Franciscans, we profited by the light
that still remained, to pay our first visit to the venerable
Basilica built on the site ol Blessed Mary s humble home,
transported by Angels to Loreto. On my return to the
Hospital, I was given some pills, as they told me, to ben
efit my stomach; but, in reality, they increased my suffer
ings. Happily, however, I had strength enough the next
morning to celebrate Holy Mass, at the Altar oi the Arch
angel Gabriel, on the very spot where he delivered his
message, forever blessed, to the Virgin full of grace. Bear
ing away with us, this sweet remembrance, we again left
Nazareth to resume our journey, for the last time, through
the Holy Land. A delicious journey, but considerably
disturbed by my excessive fatigue, which scarcely peirnitted me to remain 011 horseback.
Before quitting the suburbs, we saluted on the way, a
little sanctuary erected to the memory of Blessed M a r y ’s
anguish, when an ungrateful people sought to precipitate
our d i v i n e Saviour from the summit of a rock. We then
directed our steps to the sea, or rather Caifa at the foot of
C a r m e l V promontory, inviting us to well-merited rest after
the fatigues oi ten, or twelve days journey.
During all this journey, we enjoyed a magnificent pano
rama. From the summits o f the mountains of Galilee,
where Nazareth nestles in a slight declivity, the eye wan
ders over the plain of Esdrelon, bounded 011 the South and
South-east by the mountains of S a m a r i a and Gil boa and to
the South-east by the Carmel chain, from the foot of which
the little river Cisson speeds its limpid waters towards the
blue waves of the Mediterranean. We beheld the sum
mit of the holv mountain whence the prophet Elias per-
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ceived, in the western horizon, the salutary cloud, image
o f the Virgin Mother; and where through him, the Goi>
of Israel triumphed over idolatry and its guilty priests;
we behold that Cisson whose waters were dyed in the blood
o f those wretched ones butchered at the base o f Mount
Carme!. We meditate on all these truths, rejoicing in the
verdure ot that mountain, which gave the prophets an inn
age of the future spiritual prosperity o f the Messiah's
reign .Alas! the reckless egotism o f the Turks, which has
stripped all the mountains o f Palestine, has already begun
to tear from those venerable heights, their crown o f oak
trees, and no one is there to prevent them!
Let us conclude: we journeyed about six hours, inter
rupted only by a short halt to partake o f a light repast.
For my part, I said my breviary, for I was still fasting.
The horse had become a sort o f torture that forced from me,
many a groan, accompanied by an impatient query: “ Shall
we soon get there?” or, “ How long have we still to jour
ney?” etc., etc. Finally, we catch a glimpse o f the sea.—
Then some houses on the outskirts of Caifa! A last effort
to cross the long city composed chiefly o f one street— and
we reach the Hospital for German pilgrims, conducted by
the Sisters o f St. Charles.
I fall, rather than dismount from my horse and, with a
deep-felt Deo Gratias! I salute the hospitable establishment.
We arrive on Friday, and must wait until Sunday for
the boat. I have time to recover from my fatigue and I
avail myself of it, so that, Sunday evening, I feel perfectly
well and disposed to pay a first visit to the magnificent con
vent o f the Carmelite Fathers, placed almost at the extreme
limit of the promontory. But the first rain deprived me of
this great eujoyment. My Confreres had started the preced
ing evening— preferring to take the land route to Jerusalem.
I entered the boat and was conveyed not without dangerj
on that very dark night, to our destination.
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Delightful sea, a voyage during a few hours in the sight
o f the blessed land I was leaving but whose memory shall
abide with me forever! Then a few days’ delay at Alex
andria to secure the French boat which will bring me into
the open arms o f my Confrères at Marseilles.
Thank you, Most Honored Father, for all the blessings
you secured to me by this voyage.
J. B. SC H R E IB E R , C. M.
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MADAGASCAR.
SOUTHERN VICARIATE.

Letter from
to

V ery

M o n s e ig n e u r C r o u z e t,

R ev.

A , M ilo n ,

Vicar Apostolic,

Secretary General at Paris.
Manambaro, Jan. 7, 1897.

V

ery

R

ev

.

dear

Confrere,

The grace of our Lord be with us forever !
What will the new Year bring us? Whatsoever our
good G o d wills. I f it correspond to our desires, if it be
hold the fulfilment o f all the good wishes o f which we
have been the recipients, we shall be only too happy.
Divine Providence will have care to mingle trials with
joys and consolations, to scatter thorns amid our garnered
roses, to remind us that we are yet on the battlefield and
not in a place of repose; in an exile-land, afar from our
true Home. It matters not, Fiat voluntas is upon our
lips and in our hearts, and is the inspiration, oi liveliest
gratitude.
Most ungrateful would we have been, if at the close of
this year, our last thought, our last prayer, our last cry,
had not been a thought, a prayer, a cry of gratitude.
Oh! how many reflections, how many memories were
evoked by the closing hours of 1896!
Our fears and our hopes, our long-vanished expectations,
our alarms, our annoyances, our tortures— and, finally, the
consolation, the supreme grace o f the realized hope!!
Then, the departure; to all, a subject o f jo y ; and that
joy tempered by the uncertainty o f the great unknown
opening before us or, rather, I deceive myself, we were not
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on our way to meet tlie unknown, but to a home that had
cost our dear Company heavy sacrifices in men, and, thebest o f men.
W e were proud to recover our beautiful heritage,. butr
confused to find ourselves so inferior to the noble, valiant
characters of St, Vincent’s time.
Alas I my dear Confrère, I find myself inferior still,'at
the present day, and it seems to me thatr from the abode
of their glory, all those Missionaries, who sacrificed their
lives here below, must look down upon us with pity.
I f we have gained some results that surpass the ex
pectations of the most optimistic, we can only exclaim;
non n o b w A Domino fadum est istud.
G od put H is hand td the work and, as I shall never
cease to repeat, we entered only to reap.

The merit belongs to those, who, at the cost o f a thou
sand privations and heroic labors, cultivated, sowed, and
fertilized the soil.
You know what we found; allow me to tell you how
we now stand : we have not achieved much in the way o f
progress, nevertheless, some advance has been made.
In the first place,our church, from a miserable structure,
has been transformed ; at present, it wears an aspect o f
pleasing poverty.
Our good Brother Peter has replaced by a real altar,
with shelves and steps, the mathematical board supported
by four props, at which we formerly offered up the Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass.
The statues of M a r y Immaculate and o f St. Vincent
ornament the Sanctuary. A very pretty eommunion-rail
holds the place but lately occupied by two boards resting
upon stakes fastened in the sand; red hangings hide the
whitewashed walls, and the Stations o f the Cross lend an
atmosphere o f piety to our humble House o f Prayer.
A good, generous Catholic undertook to enlarge the nar
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row space and, by the addition of* a gallery, found means
to accommodate a harmonium and the members o f the choir-.
Now, our parishioners find room and^ on Festival days,
only a small number o f our congregation are compelled to
remain extra portas.
To confine myself within the limits of truth, however,
I am forced to acknowledge that our Cathedral still bears
but a vague resemblance to the humblest of our village
churches. Such as it is, we love it; and, are willing to
wait until we have means sufficient to erect a more sub
stantial and imposing edifice.
Our population is gradually increasing, o f which fact
we are made aware at the Sunday Mass. There are very
few who fail to sanctify the Lord’s day>
Progress is manifest.
I remember the Feast o f Corpus ChristL
The Catholic population desired to have a grand pro
cession, go through every street in the city— raise Reposi
tories and make a grand demonstration. The very thought
o f attempting the procession on so grand a scale alarmed
me. I acceded only partially to their wishes, and asked
myself if the natives would be much impressed at sight
o f so limited a cortège o f the faithful following the Blessed
Sacrament, when we had not even a processional Cross,
nor a banner, no trained choir, and but a small band of
children. We started, nevertheless, but the procession was
soon over.
I acknowledged, to myself that I had been too pusil*
lanimous. Another opportunity soon presented itself of
which I made better use. On the Feast o f the Assump
tion, we were no richer, but, we were better trained. No
one absented himself. But what a procession! Simultane
ously, over fifty men sang, with our Brothers and Mr.
Pietros, the Ave Maris Stella, the boys, directed by Mr»
Caston, sang in full tones, canticles in the Malagassy
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tongue,, and, our girls sang enthusiastically: Triumph,
love, honor and glory to Blessed St. Vincent de Paul! It
is difficult to believe, but, it is nevertheless true, that in
that multitude of voices, no discord occurred to mar perfect
harmony o f voices, languages and melodies.
But the Festival that excelled all others in numberT
recollectedness, piety, and Communions, was that of Christ
mas. What a contrast to France! Christmas in this coun
try lacks the poetry of frost and snow. And, what o f
winter? Here, in the middle o f the night we were com
pelled to wipe the heavy sweat from our brow.
It were useless to dwell upon the sufferings of the Holy
Family on account of the severity of the season ;— it would
only expose one to a remark made by one of the children:
“ Wasn’ t the Infant J e s u s well off to escape the heat we
suffer?’7
About half a mile below the church, on the decline o f
a hill and, at its base, extends a piece of land in the con
dition o f a virgin forest, if the word forest can be applied
to a place where trees do rot exi^t. It was a charming,
tangled brushwood, with a wealth of bindweeds, briars,
thorns, grasses, and shrubs.
Our dear Brothers promptly cleared, filled in, and dug.
And, on one side, laid out a beautiful garden, and on the
other, prepared the site of proposed buildings.
The garden did its duty, while visited by fertilizing
rains, and yielded us excellent vegetables. But alas! for
the past month, everything has been parched up. A piti
less sun consumes everything under its rays.
Irrigation is a dream that will, no doubt, be realized in
the course o f time; but, time yet far, very far distant.
Let us not despair, Providence will come to our assistance.
Beside us, is rising and will probably be completed, be
fore this will have reached you, a large building.
Form your own opinion o f it, from my description :
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Standing against the hill side, in the middle of a plain is
a pavilion, simple, but pretty in the form of a double T,
It contains eight apartments, not very large, fourteen feet
by fourteen. The whole o f frame, with a sheet-iron roof,
protected by shade trees from the excessive heat. The
walls are formed of the the leafy branches o f “ The Trav
eler’s Joy,” more poetical in idea, but, less useful than
plain boards, leaving out o f consideration, greater heat,
and greater expense.
To the north of this pavilion, and, separated from it,
are two pretty rooms built in similar style and o f like
materials.
An immense house, Malagassy style, seventy-three feet
long, divided into four halls, succeeds.
l o the south, is a kitchen and small annex used as an
office and, above them an oven. Yes, Sir, we have built
an oven!
Are you aware o f the purpose o f these buildings so at
tractive to the eye?
This group o f buildings is destined to the girls’ depart
ment under the direction o f their teachers, or mothers in
G od.

You may be surprised that I thought o f them, before
thinking o f ourselves! W ell! that was not precisely the
case! But if you wish, I will hereafter explain my
motives.
I assure you that all this work was not effected without
great labor. W e are greatly fatigued and, in order to
rest ourselves, we are about to set to work again.
But you may say, that we ought to feel well satisfied to be
able to build palaces o f wood, and leaves, and trifles. Oh!
undeceive yourselves,and learn with amazement, that these
barracks, (for they are mere barracks, or boxes) cost us
twice as much as would real houses o f stone, or brick and
iron, were they possible.
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But, after all, we are privileged: for an active, skilful
Brother directs our workmen.
Carpenters, mechanics, workmen o f every description
have adopted an extremely simple method. For example:
you have a piece o f work to do, having carefully studied
it wp, you are convinced that it can he completed in two
months; to prevent disappointment, you allow three
months to your employees who, in turn, and in petto allow
themselves six. In vain will you push matters, show an
noyance, yield to ill-temper, fret and fume; you will not
gain a day, nor an hour— not for a full half year will your
work be done.
For instance: we did not reckon upon the furniture. W e
are eating off a borrowed table. The bureau that adorns
our cabinet, was lent to me— and I forgot to return it. The
rest consists o f shelves made o f old boards and boxes—
nothing more, save a few beds and a dozen chairs bestowed
on us when we were starting. Nothing else has come un
der our observation, save a number of rats that devour
our provisions.
But, you will object: “ All is bright and beautiful, full
o f joy and consolation, have you had no light trials?
You wish to gain a good reputation for your Vicariate,
and you forget that he proves nothing who seeks to prove
too much.” I acknowledge that if you press the matter too
closely, you afford me food for reflection. But I wish to
hide nothing from you. I shall write you a kind o f an
nual Report wherein all will be mentioned whether active
or passive.
I enter upon this chapter reluctantly: W e might entitle
it: “ The Chapter of Trials.” Do you know why? T shall
explain myself.
Once, I well remember, Our Most Honored Father
called upon me to close a Friday conference at St.Lazare’s.
Addressing, especially, our young men full o f enthusiasm
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and ardor, I said : You should, when you start out for the
Missions, strengthen your souls against trials, especially,
such as you can neither foresee, nor suspect. You need
not dispose yourselves for martyrdom, nor fortify your
selves against persecutions, exile and imprisonment. For
tify yourselves above all and, in the first place, against dis
couragement; and, then, against pin-pricks; these jyou will
surely meet, and they will afford you occasions of much
suffering. I have seen Confrères meet heavy trials with
courage, undertake great labors, lead heroic lives and, yet,
fail ignobly in patience, when unexpectedly compelled to
mend their pantaloons with a bit o f twine.
It is absurd, most certainly, but, human; too human,
in fine, to relieve us o f the necessity o f constant vigilance
over self.
A h ! my Saviour! Yes, we have, indeed, had our trials,
but selected and sent us by a gentle and paternal hand.
Do you know what is, and what has been, for long days
my torment? It was easy to perceive that some considered
our departure as a rapid transit to the other world. It
was easy to understand the anxious fears and the solicitude
that followed us. It was, also easy to understand that a
great number were struck with the bad reputation o f Mad
agascar. I did not wish any of our band to add to the
solicitude of loving friends; and I frequently said to Con
frères and our dear coadjutor Brothers, who were, I per
çai ved, somewhat inclined to discouragement: “ My friends,
be imprudent, if you will; but on condition, that you all
keep well the first year. So far, every one has obeyed me,
for I make no account o f a slight attack o f fever for a few
days ; or, o f a passing fatigue, from W’hich a few days7 rest
enables us to recover.
W e have not been here, a year yet, it is true; but I see
no reason why our good health should not continue, if such
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be G o d ’ s holy will;— and, I acknowledge that I daily beg
o f Him this favor.
We had, likewise, to fear our first meeting with the
natives. With us, their reputation was worse than their
climate. What welcome would they extend to us? How
would they look upon us? They looked favorably upon
us and entertained for us neither prejudice nor repugnance.
They do not become converted in great numbers, but they
are rather well disposed than hostile. Left to themselves,
they would come to us, at once; if not in a direct manner,
at least, by confiding to us their children. But, there are
contradictions; and, the evil spirit concealing itself under a
quiet exterior, exercises, none the less, persevering malice.
We did not fall with impunity upon a land which was con
sidered the portion of Luther, Calvin, and so many others
ejusdem farinee : W e upset combinations, we disorganized
plans; despite our reserve, we were enemies; and enemies
upon whom the most disloyal attacks may be legitimately
directed. Our opponents shall not prevail. Our work is
G o d ’ s work, and quis ut Deus ? But trial is the crucible
that purifies him who labors for G o d . St. Vincent’s words
are always reliable: “ I fear for good works that meet no
opposition in the beginning.”
Time and again, conspiracies have been formed against us.
W ho set them afoot? The author’s name did not transpire!
One fine morning, for instance we were very tranquil;
when, suddenly, I beheld a crowd of matrons hastening to
remove their daughters from our boarding-school; and this
with symptoms o f alarm that would have excited my ris
ibility, had I not suspected some startling incident. It was
one, indeed, and a revelation as well. A rumor had ob
tained credit, that our young preceptress, a good, simple
young woman, was trying to poison her pupils.
It was time for us to manifest our indignation. An in
vestigation was made, after which silence ensued.
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After a season o f rest, another report was spread. This
time we were not suspected o f attempting our pupils’ lives
Quite the contrary. We took care o f them with an abso
lutely perverse intention. Our mission was to collect chil
dren and, on a given day, a vessel would arrive, we would
send them off, clandestinely, and nothing would be seen or
heard of them for five years. Do you suppose that was the
end? Not at all. These things have continued and will
continue, until some one reveals the plot, which we have
ourselves unearthed. Oh! it is well-planned, ably carried
out, and even well-sustained. Some day however, it must
have an end • to the confusion of those who are now duped,
and o f sectarians.
Madagascar is not understood in France. Still less is
known o f isolated points whence letters are rarely de
spatched, and which they reach unfrequently, and after long
delays.
Time will rectify these things.
Providence is absolute.

Our confidence in divine

Remark, that up to the present, all attacks have been
directed against the Girls’ School
that, is the weak side.
When the assistance we are looking for, shall have arrived,
the situation will improve. The cats’ whiskers may ap
pear fierce: but their claws will be less sharp.
By this same mail, I forward, in connection with this
subject, an edifying account. Besides these incidents, an
other truly comical one has occurred; but, it would be in
excusable to prolong this letter.
I cannot forbear adding that, outside of higher motives,
my Confrères are encouraged in their labors by the valued
friendship and steadfast affection o f all our colonists,
Fiench and foreigners, the latter being the more numerous.
Not only are they well received, but they are desired
everywhere ; and if these be but human considerations
7
’
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which hold the last place in our esteem, it should not be for
gotten that the regard which is entertained for them, is a
powerful auxiliary in carrying matters to a successful issue.
I wish you, my dear Confrere, a good and
happy New Year. Good for yourself, for our dear Little
Company, and for our works.
Your devoted.
■f J. C r o u z e t , Vic-ap. C. M.
Tidings from the Cape of Good Hope, whence Mission*
aries and Sisters of Charity, started for Madagascar, in
the month of March— inform us that the voyage was fa
vorably accomplished.
*
* *
The brother o f one o f the Sisters of Charitv, who were
on their way to Madagascar, addressed the following touch
ing letter to the Most Honored Mother Lamartinie.
Tillieres, Friday, March, 5, 189*7.
M

other

S u p e r io r ,

My sister, Genevieve has just left France, for Madagas
car, there to console, serve and sustain our noble soldiers
charged with the pacification o f the Island.
When, upon the bed o f death, they will claim the care of
a mother, of her who shall be left to mourn them, they will
find in Sister Genevieve, a true French woman, a Sister of
Charity; in her they will find a second mother!
With a broken heart, I, nevertheless, approve of this her
last mission. But she has taken my place. The Sisters of
Charity are an angel-host, each one will be to us a Joan of
Arc. Like our soldiers, bidding farewell to fatherland,
My sister’s last thought, last cry was, without a dou bt:
“ Vive la France!”
Accept, Mother Superior, this expression o f respectful
regard, from our whole family.
L. M a r t i n , Officer.
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NORTH AMERICA.
WEST INDIES—CUBA
An insurrection broke out last year in the Spanish Colonies of the Antil
les and the Philippine Islands. The Spanish nation has sustained this
struggle with great courage and true patriotism. A letter written by a
Missionary from the Philippines published in the Annate, page 288, has as
signed the causes o f the insurrection.
We hope to be able to furnish some details of the insurrection as well as
of the works of the Missionaries and of the Sisters. Meanwhile we quote
the following articles from a Cuban Daily : “ La Gloria . ’ 1
THE SISTERS OF CHARITY.

To God the Glory and Honor !
“ Whenever we meet one o f the Daughters of St. Vincent
<le Pan], instinctively, we uncover our heads to testify our
sincere respect.
“ Woman, in every sphere of social life, commands atten
tion and deference; the Sister o f Charity is worthy o f
admiration.
“ They are not styled Sisters of Charity, in vain; they
are real angels, passing through this world from one ex
tremity to the other, consoling the afflicted, ministering to
the sick, exposing their lives upon the battlefield to snatch
from death more than one precious life that the homicidal
ball has sought to destroy. In cities and villages we be
hold them despising danger, when cholera, smal 1-pox, or
some other dread epidemic scatters around death, terror
and grief; then without dread of contagion, or taking into
consideration that, like others, they too are liable to the
prevailing pestilence, they stand by the bed of the sick and
the dying, and leave them not until health returns to them,
or the Almighty calls them Home. Such is the Sister o f
Charity.
“ Who can forbear admiring that supreme self-abnega-
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tion— that complete self-forgetfulness, that life of privation
and penance which they impose upon themselves, all,
through pure charity; to do good to those who suffer, al
though even they be strangers. Let us bless the Institute
to which these estimable Sisters belong, for whilst upon it
we pour a blessing we invoke blessings upon those who,
the world over, fulfil a mission as holy, as it is humble
and sublime!
“ A t this time, Cuba is visited by the scourge of war.
The Sisters o f Charity have come to accomplish their mis
sion. We see them in the hospitals engaged in all that is
required for the assistance o f the sick; they watch over
all; so that officers and soldiers may receive the aid they
need; their magic influence extends over all, their humble
words console all.—They serve them, like true mothers,
in this exile land— All through the night, their vigilance
is unabated; food, medicaments, they administer all, them
selves; according to the prescriptions of physicians. At
all hours, they may be seen seated by the bed of the dy
ing, telling them of life eternal, consoling them in their
sorrow, inspiring them with confidence. And, when the
sufferer’s soul escapes its mortal tenement, the lips o f the
humble Sister move in prayer, that G o d may grant eternal
life to the poor sinner just departed.
“ At the Military Hospital o f Santa Clara, the sick are
constantly coming and going,— they, truly can bear testimo
ny to the immense benefits secured in this Institution most
worthy o f all praise— One need but visit it, to appreciate
its worth.
“ Two Sisters are now on the brink of the grave. Whilst
fulfilling their duty to the sick, they contracted mortal
maladies.
Yesterday, another of their number, Sister
Maria Teresa Cinea, succumbed to the yellow fever.
“ Death attacks these angels o f humanity; with a stroke
o f his scythe, he has mowed down a precious life and
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threatens to destroy the pious Sisters Aurelia Cu rras and
Eulalia Lacunza.”

“ La Patriot, too, sympathizes in the bereavement of the
Sisters of St. Vincent de Paul and returns thanks to all
those who united in the demonstration made by the city o f
its mourning— for the loss of Sister Maria Teresa Cinea,
whose mortal remains they followed to her last earthly rest
ing place.
“ May the G od o f all mercy receive her into His bosom :
and, may He restore to health, the saintly Sisters who
await with resignation the fulfilment of His most holy
will.
SISTER MARIA TERESA CINEA.

‘ A daughter of the people has just passed from this mor
tal life, to life eternal: This child o f the people was born
amid the pleasant mountains of Cantabria, the cradle o f
the Spanish nation; and received from the inhabitants o f
Santa Clara, who accompanied her to her last abode here
below, a homage o f respect and affection, which proves
the great sorrow caused by the death o f one o f those wom
en who are called by G od to be angels of Charity.”
“ At 10 o’clock, the funeral convoy issued from the
Military Hospital. At that moment, one of the Passionist
Fathers recited a response, whilst the clergy o f the parish
and the military chaplains awaited, with the Cross, the
mortal remains o f Sister Maria Teresa Cinea. The funer
al cortège started under the leadership o f Colonel Ose
military Governor; the chief executive of the Board o f
Health, Mr. Benedict Limia and the Rev. vicar, Don
Joachim Struch. The Sisters o f Charity, “ the Sisters o f
the Love of G od ” and, a number o f ladies, old and
young, were the mourners. The regiment of Alphonsus
X I I I . furnished the music and accompanied the dead to
7*
•
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the notes o f a funeral march. The employees o f the free
Hospital and the officers of the Board of Health, joined
the procession to honor the memory o f Sister Mary.
“ The funeral was imposing beyond description. The bril
liant cortège, in which all classes o f society were represented,
traversed the streets of Cuba, Marta-Abreu, St. Esprit and
Maura. At the street crossings, at the windows, in the bal
conies, crowds awaited the procession. A t the approach oi
the humble, white coffin, every head was uncovered and
bowed; every countenance expressed indefinable admira
tion and respect; proving that the interior sentiments cor
responded with the exterior demonstration.
“ All social classes contended for the honor of carrying
the bier on their shoulders; and so universal was this no
ble and generous desire, that up to the moment the corpse
reached the cemetery, it could not be carried otherwise.
“ We, who assisted at this solemn manifestation of mourn
ing from beginning to end, cannot refrain from sympa
thizing with the eloquent words uttered by the Sub-In
spector of the Military Board of Health, at the conclusion
o f the ceremony. His thoughts and sentiments were so
identified with our own, that they seemed but a reproduc
tion o f the ideas to which we have given utterance: a
proof, that truth and charity are universal and that, as to
those principles, all opinions coincide.
“ We thank the people o f Santa Clara for the tribute of
respect, they have this day paid an humble Sister o f
Charity, a Daughter of St. Vincent de Paul. They have
thereby done honor to themselves by proving the esteem
in which they hold that benevolent Institution, whose mem
bers are known as the Sisters o f Charity.”
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SOUTH AMERICA.
COLOMBIA.
Catholic works flourish in Colombia. The elections for
the Municipal Councils, the General Councils or Assemblies
o f Departments, and of the Chambers, took place, last
Year, on the last Sunday of April and the first Sunday o f
May. Catholics carried them by an overwhelming major
ity. The liberals are not likely to have even four depu
ties. The doors o f the Senate are completely closed against
them !
The Republican government, eager to concur with the
conservative deputies in securing the material and religious
benefit o f the population, lend them their cordial assistance.

Letter from
Province, to

V ery

Rev. G.

H.

Rèveillière, Visitor of the

V e r y R e v . A . F ia t,

Superior General.
Cali, March 26, 1897.

M

ost

H

onored

F

ath er

,

Your blessing, if you please!
In a previous letter, I informed you o f the esteem in
which our Seminaries and other educational establish
ments are held in Colombia, by persons well qualified to
express an opinion on those subjects; particularly, the
Minister of Public instruction, who, in his Report to the
Chambers, expressed a desire that, the certificate o f studies
in our institution, should serve the same purposes and
possess the same value as that in official establishments.
The Colombian Government, not content with manifesting
to us its sympathy by moral support;— which, certainly,
is not to be contemned— came lately to our help, by voting
a pecuniary allocation to our intern Seminary; The fi
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nancial condition of our Central-House, rendered it as
grateful as fish in Lent. For, if money be the sinew of tem
poral affairs, it likewise contributes to the prosperity o f
works directed to G o d ’ s glory.
Mgr., Bishop o f Popayan, recommended and supported
a petition which I addressed to the national Chambers. De
spite the sincere good will of our numerous friends, who
were members of both Chambers, to favor us on this occa
sion, I felt dubious o f the result. Now, that Congress
has granted my claim, I hasten to impart to you the good
news.
The expense entailed by the establishment of our Apos
tolic School at Santa-Rosa de Cabal was, relatively, quite
heavy. Mindful o f the Gospel counsel: “ Ask, and you
shall receive/’ I thought last year during my visitation
to our Houses, at Popayan, o f addressing myself to the
Assembly of the department united to that of the city,
with a view to obtaining assistance. General Pinto, G ov
ernor of Cauca, and Mr. Simon Rojas, Secretary of Public
Instruction, smoothed the way for me; and thanks to their
great influence, my petition was audited by the Assembly.
The representatives unanimously voted a monthly subsidy
o f sixty dollars, when money is at par, in favor of our
Apostolic School.
This success emboldened and encouraged me to under
take a long-cherished project: to petition of Congress, ex
emption from Custom-House duties upon all articles sent
us from foreign ports for the use of our Central-House.
This petition, subsequently altered, by the first reporter,
into a petition for a subsidy— which he judged better cal
culated to enlist votes— was presented by Mr. Joseph
Michael Guerrero, Senator for Cali, a very influential man,
devoted to the double family of St. Vincent. To the
many claims he had already acquired upon our gratitude,
we should add that of having, on this occasion, taken to
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heart and made, as it were, his own, the interests of our
Province; sparing nothing to secure the favor solicited.
H is efforts were crowned with success. A sum o f one
thousand dollars (at par) annually, for the term o f forty
years, has just been granted to our Central-House. May
G o d reward this last kind office, and all who brought it
about !
I am well aware, Most Honored Father, that temporal
goods possess for you but a secondary interest. And I
would not have mentioned il to you, had it not given rise
to the flattering remarks which Messrs. Bélisaire Peila and
Simon Rojas presented to the Senate, and o f which I venture
to forward you a copy.
You will perceive with pleasure, that Our Blessed Father,
St. Vincent, is not unknown in Colombia, that the aims
o f the Company are well known there, and its works just
ly appreciated. I submit the translation to you :
First Report: “ Honorable Senators: The Very Rev.
George Réveillière, Visitor o f the Priests of the Mission, or
Lazarists, solicits of the Congress o f the Republic, exemp
tion from Custom-House charges, on the introduction of
articles destined to the use of his Community.
“ One of the most benevolent Institutions established in
Colombia, is that of the Lazarist Fathers: inheritors of the
zeal and the charity o f St. Vincent de Paul, they conse
crate themselves to the salvation o f the poor and carry the
light o f the Gospel to rural districts where the people, de
prived o f spiritual teachings, are seated in the shadow of
death.
%/

“ No less great are the obligations under which society la
bors in their regard in the important matter of public in
structions. They watch over free-schools for orphans
confided to the care of the Sisters o f Charity. They con
duct establishments of higher instruction, in which young
men, under the direction of virtuous and learned professors
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acquire not only useful knowledge, but, a still more pre
cious fund of the moral virtues constituting the happiness
o f individuals and o f nations; they direct, with admirable
wisdom, model Seminaries whence issues forth priests as
worthy of the august ministry o f the Altar as human nat
ure permits.
“ So many, and so great qualifications, of the Rev. Lazarist
Fathers, would suffice to induce the Honorable Senators to
grant the exemption they solicit: but, your Commission, in
view of serious inconveniences which might ensue from the
grant of said privilege, both with regard to Custom-House
accounts and the persons who enjoy them, is forced to
acknowledge, with regret, that it does not consider it oppor
tune to grant this petition.
As it would not, however, be just to refuse assistance to
this celebrated institution, which renders so many services
to Colombia, your Commission begs you to approve the
following proposition:
“ That the petition of the Rev. Lazarist Fathers, by
which they solicit, for their Community, exemption from
Custom-House claims be deposited in the archives: and,
that a meeting be held upon the passage of a law, granting
them a subsidy.— B e l i s a i r e P e n a , Senator

Second Report.— “ Honorable Senators, For, at least,
twenty months, the Priests of the Mission, known as the
Lazarist Fathers, have been settled in Cauca and, during
all that time, they have rendered and they render still in
several cities of the department, eminent services as educa
tors o f youth and as ministers of G o d . They direct the
Ecclesiastical and the Preparatory Seminary of Popayan.
They have a Novitiate at Cali; and at Santa Rosa de
Cabal— an establishment o f secondary instruction. And,
it affords me unalloyed pleasure, to render a glowing testi
mony to truth, by affirming, in presence of the Honorable
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Senate, that these establishments are o f signal benefit to
society.
“ But the resources at the disposal o f these worthy Sons
of St. Vincent, bear no proportion to the expenses they
incur in the prosecution o f their holy work. And,as they
are compelled to introduce certain articles from foreign
countries for their establishments, I consider it appropriate
and just to grant them an annual subsidy: since it is not
considered advisable to exempt them from Custom-House
duties.
I, therefore, respectfully propose that a second meeting
be held to discuss the passage o f the proposed law.
S im o n R o j a s ,

Senator”

As I have already informed you, Congress voted favor
ably upon this proposal.
I am, in the love o f Our Lord and o f His Immaculate
Mother, Most Honored Father,
Your submissive and obedient Son,
G.

H . R e v e illie r e ,

c . m.

ECUADOR.
----------------------------- » . « « » . » —

Letter from
Charity, to

S is te r

~—

E liz a b e th

C a u q u il,

Sister of

M o s t H o n o r e d M o t h e r L a m a r tin ie .
Hospital of Loja, (Ecuador) September 16, 1896.

M

ost

H

onored

M

other

,

The grace of Our Lord be with us forever !
I avail myself o f an opportunity to Guayaquil to send
you some tidings o f ourselves. I believe that the moment
o f trial is at hand. The future looks dark indeed. The
demon was jealous o f the good wrought by St. Vincent’s
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Sons at Loja. He inspired the Governor to profit by the
absence of Rev. Father Daydi who had gone to give a Re
treat to our Sisters at Cuenca, to prevent his return to Loja.
The eve o f the day that Father Daydi was to leave Cuenca,
Government notified him by telegram that his return was
forbidden. Four Franciscan Fathers who were preaching
missions in the Province received similar telegrams.
Mgr. Macia, Bishop o f Loja, was obliged to leave Loja,
himself, together with seventeen young priests who repair
ed to Peru.
As Loja is six days7 journey from Peru, the persecuted
sought refuge in the latter country. All respectable fami
lies are abandoning Loja. Poor Country! How many
painful events have transpired here, since last June.
We have received no news from Quito, since May 22nd,
Father Claverie will be much grieved when he hears of our
present position and isolation.
You cannot imagine, Most Honored Mother, the sorrow
I feel at the thought of giving up our works and separating.
Oh! it is well to labor for G od alone! He, only, knows
all that we have suffered! After having witnessed the
prosperity of our works to be obliged to leave them! This
detaches us from earth, and makes us long for Heaven.
I believe that G od will chastise Loja : for, no other city
has been so favored by G od as this, and the people have
not appreciated His benefits.
A fortnight hence, the schools will reopen. The people
love us;— the poor are all glad to come to us! On this ac
count, we would regret to leave Loja. But, after the Con
stitution which, it is said, will be promulgated, October
1 st, the persecution wii 1 spread.
Pray for us, Most Honored Mother, to M a r y Immacu
late, that she may obtain of her divine Son mercy for poor
Ecuador.
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I have the honor to subscribe myself, Most Honored
Mother,
Your verv humble and obedient child,
v

7

Sister E l i z a b e t h C a u q u il,
XL d. o. c. s.o. t. p.s.

Letter from R e v . S. C l a v e r i e , Priest of the Mission,
V e r y R e v . A . F ia t , Superior General.
Quito, December 14, 1895.

M ost H onored F a t h e r ,

Your blessing, if you please !
In my last letter, under date, September 4 th, I informed
you of the defeat o f the conservative party, and of General
Alfaro's entrance into Quito.
Several attempts at an accommodation made by the Gen
eral with the Archbishop and the representatives o f the
Government having failed, every kind o f excess might
naturally be expected from a victorious and undisciplined
army, to whom, in the beginning o f the campaign, every
liberty had been allowed. The pillaging o f the convents
for an hour; that o f the city for two hours; the expulsion
o f all Religious, male and female; the confiscation o f all
their property; liberty o f worship, civil marriages, divorces,
etc., etc. The radical masonic program was complete.
But Alfaro, Grand Master of Ecuador, understood that
if he favored the carrying out o f these indignities, his popu
larity would crumble more speedily than it had been ac
quired ; he therefore, deemed it more prudent to gain pub
lic opinion by leniency, above all, at the beginning o f his
administration, than to exasperate the people by acts o f
vandalism, violence, and terror.
This policy was not agreeable to the advanced party, full
o f hatred for religion, and avaricious of the wealth of
convents.
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Therefore, the assassination of the Indian General was
Fesolved upon. One of the principal officers o f his armyy
who owed him rank and fortune, with two other radicals
o f Quito, disguised as monks, obtained entrance to hi&
house as visitors; intending to stab him, and then make it
appear that the crime had been committed by bribed mem
bers of the clergy of Quito,
Happily the conspiracy was discovered in time to pre
vent its execution, and the guilty parties were arrested and
committed to the State7s Prison to await their trial and sen
tence o f death. The General commuted this penalty, and
sent them into exile.
Meanwhile, the Radical press made a violent attack
upon Religion, the clergy, and the Archbishop. The last
mentioned opposed, in response, a Catholic paper, whose
first two numbers so exasperated the government that a
hundred negro soldiers from Manabi under the leadership
o f the most furious Radicals of Quito, invaded the Arch
bishop’s residence at nightfall, sacked and burned the print
ing office of the clergy. The Archbishop,hearing the disturb
ance, hastened to the spot, and was immediately sur
rounded by about fifty o f these infuriated men armed with
daggers and long cutlasses. For three quarters of an hour
those savages kept the Prelate on his knees in their midst,
loading him with threats and insults. They compelled
him to surrender into their hands his Episcopal Regalia,
and all the precious articles in his possession whilst the
rest of the troops ran through his apartments, bursting
open doors, and carrying off whatever they could lay their
hands on.
That they might escape the interference of the people
during this sacrilegious and brutal scene, loaded cannons had
been stationed at the corners of the Archiepiscopal Square,
so as to stay the advance o f the curious, who might call
the attention of the people. After pillaging and destroy-
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íng the printing-office, the commander sent a squad o f sol
diers to the palace under pretext of protecting the Arch
bishop’s person and to insinuate that the government was
not implicated.
The following day, the Radical paper published that the
irritated populace had invaded the Episcopal Palace and
sacked the printing-press o f the clergy, without making
mention of the assaults and robberies committed against
the Archbishop’s person. And Alfaro, himself, paid a visit
o f condolence to the Prelate, expressing deepest regret
for what had taken place the previous evening entirely
unknown to him.
The news of the sacrilegious attempt filled all hearts
with horror and alarm. The most sinister rumors per
vaded the city. Emboldened by their success, these same
soldiers, at the instigation of the very individuals who had
induced them to sack the archbishopric, proposed to in
vade and pillage the residence o f the Jesuit Fathers, and
the Hospital under the charge of the Sisters of Charity»
Alfaro had the latter warned to take measures for their
safety and be upon their guard. I sent them to ask the
General for a band o f forty well-armed men. On the
other hand, a battalion o f soldiers offered to guard and de
fend the House o f the Jesuit Fathers. These precautions
stayed the projects o f the barbarous conspirators and pre
vented the greatest disorders.
Some days later, Alfaro remitted four thousand dollars
to the Archbishop, to indemnify him for the losses he had
sustained. But the guilty remained unpunished: and in
one o f the barracks a sacrilegious parody was enacted, in
which the soldiers kissed the ring and the pectoral cross
they had rudely torn from the Archbishop.
After a month’s stay in Quito, Alfaro, seeing that all the
provinces o f Ecuador, had accepted, at least, in appearance,
the fact o f his authority which force had imposed upon
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them, and treason had confirmed, freed all the troops that
had accompanied him from Guayaquil and set out himself,
a fortnight afterwards with his State’s Major for Guaya
quil to receive in that city the honors of his triumph.
He left one o f his brothers in Quito with troops to
maintain order and submission. The General’s departure
delivered the city into the hands o f an arrogant, ignorant,
coarse soldiery,disposed to commit every iniquity under the
most ridiculous pretext, or for lying denunciations inspired
by revenge.
The conservative party, humiliated at finding itself under
such men, began to rebel;, but the plot was discovered and
two hundred o f the principal citizens were arrested and
thrown into the State’s Prison, which they cannot leave
without paying a pecuniary guarantee varying, for each pris
oner, from one thousand, to twenty-five thousand dollars.
This affair, likewise, increased hatred against the clergy o f
Quito; three or four o f whom were arrested and sent to
prison as the principal agents o f the Revolution. Whilst
these events were transpiring in Quito, the former minister
o f the legitimate government, Ribad6neira, who had fled
to the North with some faithful soldiers and all the arms
he could secure, had not lost time.
The conquerors started in pursuit, and, being unable to
overtake them, left strong garrisons in the two chief cities
on the Colombian frontier. The ex-Minister soon entered
into negotiations with the Government of the Republic,
whose Radical party, after a bloody and bitter struggle
had just been defeated. But Alfaro’s policy raised a storm,
that might, in a few days annihilate his work throughout
Ecuador, and when all expected to see the army of Co
lombia crossing the frontiers to join the Conservatives o f
Ecuador, all returned quietly.' RibadSneira, confined to
his own resources, was forced to yield to superior numbers.
G od permitted this in order to spare Quito the horror
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of a Commune, for the Radical Freemasons had taken meas
ures to invade and pillage convents, massacre the regular
and secular clergy, so soon as the news of the real triumph
of the conservative party in the North would awaken fears
of an attack upon the Capital.
We are living in a reign of terror, above all, since
the preparations of an armed reaction at Quito have been
discovered.
Our two Seminaries are, however, in a very prosperous
condition; and nothing, up to the present time, has occurred
to intercept their peaceful progress. The establishments
and works of the Sisters of Charity are sustained by the
protection of the new government, whose well-known will
is, that they be fostered; This does not, however, prevent
the organs of the extreme Radical party from publishing,
from time to time, sensational articles demanding the ex
pulsion of foreign societies, to be replaced in hospitals and
schools, by a native lay-administration.
It is the general opinion that this state of things cannot
last, for to anarchy in the administration, is added a sullen,
but bitter under-current between the Radical Masons and
the Luciferians; moderate liberals and conservatives. The
former, feeling the earth sinking under their feet, arrest all
suspected individuals and cast them into the State Prison.
We implore the Sacred Heart to shorten the days of
trial that threaten the complete ruin of this poor Republic
consecrated to the Divine Heart, by two martyrs: Mgr.
Checa and Garcia Moreno.
Our valiant Confrère, Mgr. Schumacher remains still in
a city of Colombia, not far from the frontier of Ecuador,
awaiting the end of a disturbance which keeps him in ex
ile from his diocese. As vet the storm is far from beinir
*

fo

8
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appeased. Continue to pray and to secure the prayers of
the double family for him, and for us.
I remain in the love of Our Lord, Most Honored i ather,
Your obedient and devoted Son,
S. Claverie, C. M.

D EPA RTU R ES.
Embarked, for the Vicariate Apostolic of Abyssinia,
June 1st :
Very Rev. Jean Baptiste Colbeaux, Superior of the
Mission ;
Rev. Pierre Picard;
Rev. Edward Gruson ;
Brother Jules Longueépôe.
Embarked, at Saint Nazaire, for Guatamala, June 10th :
Rev. Horace Giraldi; also several Sisters of Charity des
tined for the establishments of Central, and South America.
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OUR DEAR DEPARTED.

OUR MISSIONARIES.

Brother Lennon, Blackrock, Ireland, Nov. 1895.—Broth
er Raymond Gallo (Cleric), Madrid, Spain, March 3,
1897.—Rev. Peter Lepienne, Kouba, Algeria, March
7th.—Rev. Francis Xavier Louison, Berceau de Saint
Vincent, France, March 8th.—Rev. Philip Mirucki, Cra
cow, Poland, March 9th.—Rev. Anthony Jox, Cologne,
Germany, March 13th.—Brother Anthony DelPImagine,
Rome, March 20th.—Rev. Jean Baget, Tripoli, Syria,
March 19th.—Rev. Anthony Woeber, Gratz, Austria^
April 5th.—Brother Rouanet, (Cleric), Dax, France, April
9th.—Rev. JanvierTagliaferri, Naples, Italy, April 11th.—
Rev. Jean Grolli, Rome, April 14th.—Rev. Michael
Cavanagh, New Orleans, Louisiana, (United States), April
4th.—Rev. Henry Simard, Montolivet, Marseilles, April
22nd.—Rev. Camille Bareil, Rio-de-Janeiro, Brazil, May
6th.— Rev. Maur Lu, Tcheng-Ting-Fou, China, May 6th.

OUR SISTERS.
Age. Vocation.
Sister Anna Bourgoin, Pernambuco, Brazil. 63,
Sister Louise Catherine Gillet, Misericorde,
Agen, ....................................................76,
Sister Madeleine Tscholl; Salzbourg,
A u s t r i a , .................................................50,
Sister Marie Lovec; Vigaun, Austria,
. 34,
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Age. Vocation.
Sister Francine Clémaron; ChateauU E v ê q u e , .......................................29,
Sister Marie Akko; Warsaw, Poland, . 53,
Sister Rose Magri ; Tortone, Italy,
. . 63,
Sister Catherine Binder; Vienna, Austria, 32,
Sister Françoise Perrault; Limoges, . . 70,
Sister Elizabeth Rechusz ; Marianostra,
H u n g a r y , .......................................
53,
Sister Celestina Maron; Zamora, Spain, . 31,
Sister Juana de Olano; Grenada, Spain, . 61,
Sister Tomasa Sanchez; Valdemoro, Spain, 36,
Sister Anne Françoise Chariot; Jouarre; . 70,
Sister Julia Znolinska; Warsaw, Poland,
55,
Sister Ann Worthington; Mil 1-Hill, England,42,
Sister Emilie Grangy; Flamanville, . . 70,
Sister Marie Therese Cellarier; Montpellier, 53,
Sister Barbara Strohmer; Saint-Hippolyte,
A u s t r i a , .............................................23,
Sister Feliciti Massard ; Pernambuco, Brazil, 70,
Sister Marie Strohmeyer; Seckau, Austria, 37,
Sister Catherine Fleming; Emmitsburg, Md.
United States,
. . . . . . .
5.5,
Sister Lavinia Gibbon«; Emmitsburg, Md.
United States,
.
.
81,
Sister Mary Campbell; Emmitsburg, Md.
United S t a t e s , ................................. 59,
Sister Catherine Ahern; Emmitsburg, Md.,
United S ta te s ,....................................... 50.
Sister Agatha Fischer; Emmitsburg, Md.,
United States,
................................. 61.
Sister Leonardine Pfaff; Emmitsburg, Md.,
United States,
.................................. 65.
Sister Eliza MeQuaid ; Emmitsburg, Md.,
United States,
............................ , 8 5 .
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Age. Vocation.
Sister Eliza O’Connor; Washington, D. C.
United States.........................................66.
51.
Sister Louise Boyer; Aurillac, . . . .
27.
7.
Sister Ann Fritz; Gratz, Austria, . . .
40.
5.
Sister Ann Orbain; Budapest, Hungary,
22.
1.
Sister Elfisia Dore; Turin, Italy, . . . 53,
27.
Sister Marie Durand; Naples, . . . .
83,
61.
Sister A. M. Jeanne Ginoux; Rainey, Paris, 34,
2.
Sister Lucie Marie Dehoudt; Rainey Paris, 26,
3.
Sister Marie Cécile Sabatier; Paris, . . 67,
45.
Sister Marie Plodar; Gratz, Austria, . . 26,
4.
Sister Augustine Guska; Posen, Poland, . 52,
34.
Sister Catherine Schop ; Salzbourg, Austria, 64,
28.
Sister Juliette Gascard ; Fougeres, France,
38,
3.
Sister Cecilia Garcia; Madrid, Spain,
.
26,
6.
Sister Rosa Clamarunt; Valentia, Spain,
31,
3.
Sister Juana Latasa; Viana, Spain, . . 37,
9.
Sister Anna Bernardi; Saiermo, Italy, . 45,
22.
Sister Cecelia Mattingly; Troy, U. S. . 67,
39.
Sister Rosalie F rank; Lankowitz, Austria, 36,
6.
Sister Marie Peloux; LaCiotat,
. . . 38,
13.
Sister Catherine Goyonèche; Bitonto, Italy, 79,
54.
Sister Philomena Bouchard; Constantiria,
58,
30.
Sister Marie Simonnet; The Hague, . . 57,
25.
Sister Rosa Raynaud ; Chateau-1’ Evêque,
27,
4.
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FAVORS.
ATTRIBUTED TO THE MIRACULOUS MEDAL.

Andrimont ( Belgium), Hospital for aged men ofVerviers. A conversion.—Letter of December 25, 1896.
Isle of Mauritius, (Africa). A conversion.
Narration by a member of the Conference of St. Vincent
de Paul, Annals of the Archmnfraternity of Notre Dame
des Vletoires, April, 1897.
Bergues (France): A young girl of Wormhout, pro*
nounced incurable by physicians, came to the hospital for
treatment, she had suffered six years from the hip, knee, and
leg. The foot was completely reversed, the heel turned to
the front.
“The morning of the day on which she was cured, our
surgeon visited her, and told her that her leg would have
to be broken, and set in an apparatus that would cost forty
dollars and that, furthermore, he could not answer for the
result. For three days, the young girl had worn a medal
on this limb and this was the third day of a second novena
she was making to the Blessed Virgin. The evening of that
same day she was radically cured: the foot had become
straight: and, without experiencing any pain, she went down
from the ward, entered the chapel, made a genuflection, and
went to confession. All the inmates of the hospital had
assembled in the chapel, the Magnificat was sung, etc. etc.
The next day she received Holy Communion; since then
she has been perfectly well, and she follows the common
routine of the house—Jan. 6, 1897.”—Sister P e r m a n d t .
FAVORS.
ATTRIBUTED TO THE

INTERCESSION

OP BLESSED JOHN

GABRIEL PERBOYRE.

Mouzaiavilie (Algeria). A cure. Letter May 4, 1897.
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Hospital of Hennebont. A cure. Letter, from Sister
Gabriella.
Li bourne, Hospital, Cure of a child. Letter February
15, 1897.
FAVORS.
a t t r ib u t e d

to t h e

in t e r c e ssio n o f t h e

YEN. LOUISE DE MARILLAC.
St. Vincent of Macedonia, Feb. 14, 1897.

Since the year 1891, I had been troubled by a disease
that no medicine could cure, even relieve. According to
the doctor, it was inflammation of the pelvic cavity.
I suffered from a pain in the right side from which I
could obtain no relief. It began by degrees, and, in about
two hours, became insupportable and was followed by vio
lent vomiting.
1 remained in that condition about twenty-four hours,
my body crushed with pain, my stomach torn, as it were,
by my continual efforts; then, by degrees, the pain would
subside, and after three days’ rest I was able to rise.
But these sufferings would always return; in a fortnight,
or three weeks afterwards, I was obliged to take to my
bed again.
Often on my way to the dormitory, I would say to my
self, this is my “ Way of the Cross.”
We had made a trial of almost every remedy, but with
out success. As time went on, the suffering increased, for,
at the very height of the crisis, a swelling formed which
prevented remedies from taking effect.
The year 1895 was one of continual suffering to me. I
had scarcely strength to stand, and passed from one crisis
to another. Every one pitied me; whenever I tried to
observe regular Community life I was told: “Go to bed;
you see you are not able to keep up I”
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I felt that I was nearing my end. I was unable to di
gest my food and any kind of nourishment increased my
pains.
During my long illness, I earnestly prayed for my cure.
The months consecrated to St. Joseph, the Blessed Virgin,
and the Sacred Heart found me assiduous in my prayers
for restored health.
But Our Lord intended this favor to come to me through
the intercession of our Venerable Mother. May His name
be forever blessed!
Early in January, 1896, I was at the supper table, con
trary to custom. I had not been down for the last ten
days.
The Annals were read at the repast, the subject was the
cure of one of our Sisters through our Venerable Mother’s
intercession.
Then I said to myself, who knows but that a similar
favor would be granted to me, if I had recourse to our
Venerable Mother with confidence?
From the next day, I daily made every effort to assist
at Mass, in order to begin a novena, and at the moment of
Consecration, after offering myself unreservedly to G o d
to do His holy will, 1 begged Our Venerable Mother to
obtain my cure, should it prove beneficial to my soul.
It was the moment of grace; since then, I have felt
neither fatigue, nor pain; neither heart trouble, nor crisis:
all that, has completely disappeared. I was perfectly
cured, a fact which time confirms. For a year, I have en
joyed constant and perfect health: in a word, I am radi
cally cured.
I desire but one thing : that this account may excite in
our readers, confidence in Our Venerable Mother; and
lead them to solicit, through her mediation, the graces and
favors she is most willing to obtain for them.
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For my part, I pray to her, particularly for our vener
ated Superiors.
I also pray St. Vincent to intercede with Our Lord, to
hasten the beatification of Our Venerable Mother,
Sister M a r y O t z ia n .
U.

d. o. c. s, o. t. p. s.

M ost H o n o r e d F a t h e r ,

I feel urged to come forward and, in my own name,
and in the name of all my companions, to bear witness to
the truth of all that Sister Mary Otzian has related to
you. And I have nothing more to say ; save, that as I men
tioned in my last letter, the physician and all our Sisters
in Salonica who have seen her go to the Hospital to consult
the doctor, have been astonished; for, the doctor, himself*
had pronounced the disease incurable.
Your very humble and obedient child,
v

7

S is t e r M o r e l .

U. d. o. C. S. O. t. p. 8*

N ot A . — We

feel it our duty to remind you, that the In 
dulgence, granting the privilege of having three Masses
celebrated, Christmas night, in the chapels of the Sisters
of Charity, and which had been granted July 0, 1887, for
ten years, was renewed, in anticipation, in 1889, on the oc
casion of a greater extension of time being solicited at re
newal of this favor.
The new Indult prorogeant and extending the preceding
Indulgence, is dated December 23, 1889. It is granted
for ten years. A copy of it was addressed to every House
of the Sisters of Charity, at the time of its renewal.
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C)5. The Spiritual Doctrine of Rev. Father Dazincourt7
Priest of the Mission.—Conferences and Extracts of Letters
to the Sisters of Charity, Paris, 1897. One vol. in-8vo.
of I I I —494, pp. (1).
The author of the Life of Father Dazincourt, is now pub
lishing the Appendix to his highly appreciated Biography.
The first publication, The Life; must have proved particu
larly interesting to those who knew Father Dazincourt ;
the work which we commend to-day, possesses a wider in
terest, it seems to us, and will be even more successful.
The author’s M^?S. are not presented;— but his ser
mons, as they have been heard and, afterwards collected by
pious hands. The text is not literally the author’s, in
every ease; but these Conferences have been so carefully
compiled, that not the general arrangement, merely, but
the author’s very expressions have been, in a great meas
ure, preserved.
The value of this work consists, chiefly, in this fact, it
seems to us, that Missionaries, frequently engaged in
preaching Retreats, will have, we may say, a perfect model
of conferences and counsels, intended for members of
Communities such as Father Dazincourt addressed. For
many reasons, these discourses cannot be repeated, but,
that which is of most importance, what should be the
character of these instructions, in order to render them, at
once, agreeable and useful.
The Table of Contents proves this, by furnishing the se
lected materials for these Retreats. Chap. I : Perfection.
Chap. I I : The Special Aim of Sisters of Charity. Chap.
I l l : The Virtues of their State: humility, etc. Chap. I V :
The Holy Rule. Chap. V : The Holy Vows, etc. Then
follow Conferences on Penance, Holy Eucharist, and some
discourses particularly beautiful and interesting: “The
Miraculous Medal:” “Be like Angels,” etc.
The Missionary, literary editor of this work, the ma
terials of which were entrusted to him by a Sister of Chari
ty, has inserted a brief Introduction. He conveys a correct
idea of these Conferences in the following words: “ Many
will fancy that they hear once more that gentle, penetrat
ing voice, that tone so dignified and moderate, that mild
(1) Rue du Bac, 140, Paris.
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accent, and all those striking characteristics, that bear evi
dence to the man of faith, the zealous priest, the Mission
ary devoted to Gor> and souls! An eulogiu m which all
who had the happiness of knowing Father Dazincourt
will pronounce well-merited.
The sub-title of the Book is: Conferences to the Sisters
o f Charity .
May it not suggest that it was a project and a promise
on the author’s part to publish, at a later date, other Con
ferences addressed to seminarians, by this enlightened
guide of the clergy, as Father Dazincourt was aptly termed?
We believe that they were collected. Were it so, we could
not but approve the design.
66. Questions on Vocations: A Catechism principally, for
Parochial Schools, Academies and Colleges, by Rev. Den
nis Downing, C. M. New York, 5 Barclay St., 1895. One
vol. 18 mo. 119 pp.
“The question of Vocation is a very grave and delicate
one. Vocation to a life in the world; to the Priesthood; to
a Religious life.
Not only children, are wanting in principles that enable
them to understand these points; very frequently, parents
themselves, are uninst.ructed:—and, it sometimes happens,
that those, who should be guides in these matters, are lam
entably ignorant and guilty of strange errors on this very
point. The author has written on all this clearly so that
a child could understand him.
What is to be thought of his doctrine? We answer 1.
that this little volume opens with the commendations of
His Eminence Cardinal Gibbons, of the Rt. Rev, S. V.
Ryan, Bishop of Butfalo, and of the eloquent Bishop
Spalding, of Peoria. 2 . The author quotes the Fathers of
the Church, and holds to the decisions of St. Thomas Aqui
nas, of Suarez, of St. A lphonsus de Liguori. We cite one ex
ample: In X I. Chap. we find the first question: Isitallotoa ble. to exhort, or induce others to enter the religious statet A d swer: Here the text of St. Thomas Aquinas can be readgin
the Theological Summa, in which the Angelic Doctor pro
poses the same question,— and, there, resolves it. He
says: Those who induce others to ente r Religion, not only
commit no sin, but even merit a great reward. “The things
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that are of Go d , no man knoweth, but the spirit of G od„
that we may know the things that are given us from God.”
(I, Cor., II, 12). See Summa th., 22, q? 189, a. q; “Laudabile et ad mod um meritorium est.” etc., etc.
Besides this important little book, several works have
appeared beyond the Channel, or the Atlantic, which de
serve mention and which we would be glad to review.
The following are of the number:
67. Claims of a Protestant Episcopal Bishop... Corrected
and Refuted by l i t > Rev. S. V. R yan , Bishop of Buffalo—
of the Congregation of the Mission. 2nd. Edition. One
vol. in 8vo. of X V I . — 105 pp.
Important questions are raised and discussed. That on
Ordinations, has already been solved by a recent decision
pronounced by His Holiness, Pope Leo X I I I .
68. Familiar Conferences on the Theology of the Sacred
Heart of Jesus, by Rev. E. M. Hennessy , C. M. Chicago.
One vol. in 8vo. of X IV .— 483 pp.
These twenty Conferences are, at the same time, popular
and theological. By merely running over their titles, from
time to time, our memory is awakened to the doctrinal and
poetic charms of Rev. Father Faber’s writings.
69. Life of St. Vincent de Paul , by John Morel, translated
from the French by Rev. Bart. Randolph , C. M.
Mission Press of the Immaculate Virgin, Mount Loreto,
Staten Island, 1891. One vol. in-12mo. of X .— 180 pp.
One of those Lives of St. Vincent de Paul in which
Christians never weary contemplating with love and pride
the incarnation of the genius of charitv.
The Sacred Ceremonies of Low Mass, etc., according to
the Roman rite, explained by Rev. Father Zauldi, C. M.
translation with additions by Rev. M. O’Callaghan, Priest
of the same Congregation Dublin, 1893. One vol. in-12 mo.
of X V .—200 pp.
The author lias placed at the head of this work, these
words of St. Lawrence Justinian: “Nothing is greater,
more useful, more consoling, more agreeable to the Divine
Majesty, than the holy celebration of Mass.” The trans
lator has completed the work, by enriching it with precious
7
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notes, and putting it in harmony with the decrees of the
S. C. of Rites, published since the appearance of this Man
ual of the Ceremonies of the Low Mass.
71. Panegyrics on St. Vincent de Paul: Chronological
list—continued—see Vol. IV. page 332.
1883. D r u o n . (Mgr. C. F.) Domestic Prelate to His
Hoi iness, V. Palmé, ruedes Saints-Pères, 76 in-8 vo. 47 pp.
Caritas Christi urget nos (li Cor.) 1. The Religion of
J esu s C h r is t is the soul of the charity of St. Vincent de
Paul. 2. The charity of St. Vincent de Paul is the Re
ligion of J estts C h r is t in practice,
L a u r e n z t (S. E. Card.)
Report read to the
S. C. of Rites, General Assembly, March 28, 1885, held
for the purpose of proclaiming St. Vincent de Paul Uni
versal Patron of Charitable Associations.—Italian text in8vo. of 15 pp.
1885. L eo X I I I . Brief of May 12th, proclaiming St.
Vincent de Paul, Patron of all Associations of Charity.
1885. P r a d o . (Rev. Father Norberto del) Doctor of
Philosophy and Professor of the University of Manilla,
November 22,1885. Manilla, 1886, Ramirez y Giraudier,
calle Magallanes, 3, esquisa ala del Beaterio, in-8 vo. 24 pp.
Charitas patiens... omnia sustinet (i Cor., x m .) Mirifice
inter eos...Leo X I I I ., Brief May 12th, Cum multa. * 1.
Christian Charity; 2. Motives for discerning the title de
creed to St. Vincent; practical teachings.
1885. T a d e (Gio. Batt.), rettore del Seminario di Sarzana. Discorso recitato nella chiesa di San Francesco, 13
dicemb. 1885. “S. Vincenzo de’ Paoli, patrono di tutte
le associazoni di carità,”—Sarzana. L. Ravani, 1886, in8vo. 24 pp.
iLrit lumen Israel in igne, et sanctus ejus in fiamma (Is. x,
17). 1° La carità di Vincenzo illumina, 2° santifica ; $3°
Vincenzo vive fra noi col suo spirito e colle opere sue.
1888.
G i l l e t (Rev. Abbé I.) Superior of the Prepar
atory Seminary of Rheims. Panegyric on St. Vincent de
Paul, delivered in the Lazarist’s chapel, Paris, on the Feast
of the Translation, Sunday, April 15, 1888.—D. Dumoulin, rue des Grands-Augustins, 5 in-8vo. 22 p p#
Pauperes Sion saturabo panibus (Ps. oxxxi. 15). St.
Vincent procures for the people, 1. The Bread of holy and
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useful instruction, 2. Bread and material assistance, 3.
The Bread of Religious faith.
1889.
P echenakd (Mgr.) Prothonotary Apostolic,
Vicar-General of Rheims. Panegyric on St. Vincent, de
livered in the chapel of the Priests of the Mission, Paris,
Julv 19, 1889. Rheims, Cooper Press, Pluche, 24, 1889,
in-8 vo. 25 pp.
Justus autem mens ex fide vivit (Hebr. X. 38.) Faith of
St. Vincent considered 1. In itself; 2. In its prodigious
fecu ndity.
1890: V illette , C. M. Panegyric delivered in the
chapel Hotel Dieu of Guise, July 19, 1889.—Guise, Ed.
Bare, in-12 mo. 22 pp.
Mementote qualiter salvifcieti sunt patres nostri (1. Macc.,
IV . 9.) 1. St. Vincent was, in calamitous times, the in
strument of Providence for your city of Guise; 2. How
should you prove your gratitude to him?
1891* T lssot (R T.) Superior General of the Mission
aries of St. Francis de Sales of Annecy. Discourse de
livered in the chapel of the Lazarist Fathers, Paris—on
the anniversary Feast of the Translation of St. Vincent
de Paul’s body. April 12, 1891. Fch . Annals Vol. L V I.
page 286-304.
Libenter igitur gloriabor in infirmitatibus meis, ut inhabitet in me virtue Christi (II Cor., X II. 9.) St. Vincent owes
all the merits and fecundity of his works to his union with
Our Lord .Je s u s C h r i s t .
1891. D e m im u id (Mgr.) Director of the work of the
Holy Childhood at Paris. Panegyric on St. Vincent de
Paul preached in the ehapel of the Priests of the Mission,
.Inly 19, 1891. Fch. Annals Vol. L V I. page 489-529.
Magnus et judex, et potens est in honore: et non erat
m a j o r illo qui timet Deum (Ecclus. X ., 27.) St. Vincent,
contemporary of a glorious age, appeared himself in unfad
ing glory: 1. By his spirit; 2. By his virtues; 3. by his
works.
1892. M a r i a n a (Amadeus.) The Saint of Charity.
Panegyric delivered at Rome in the Church of the Mission.—:Plaisance, 1892. in-8vo 30 pp.
Ignem veni mittere in terra,m, et quid volo nisi ut aecendatar (Luke X I I , 49.) Continuation of historical events in
the life of St. Vincent.
• /
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